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Dear reader,

Do you contribute to a project for micro and small enterprise development?

Have you realized that the majority of micro and small entrepreneurs in many countries around 

the world are women? 

While understanding the urgency to respond to this situation within concrete support interven-

tions, you may look for concrete, practice-oriented strategies and tools to make things happen.

The objective of this manual is to assist practitioners of small enterprise development in their 

effort to implement gender-balanced programs, thus contributing to the empowerment of women 

as entrepreneurs. In a broader sense, it contributes to the implementation of SDC’s (Swiss Agency 

for Development and Cooperation) guiding principles for this decade.  SDC wants to support 

and promote its partners’ own initiatives in the priority area of income generation and employ-

ment in order to reduce poverty and face the challenge of empowering women. 

The manual is divided into two parts and has been designed mainly as an electronic docu-

ment to be distributed on CD-ROM and by download from our websites.  On-screen navigation 

through the two parts of the manual is made easy by its interactive functions.

Part I presents a wide range of strategic approaches useful for planning, implementing and 

monitoring the promotion of entrepreneurial activities undertaken by women.

Part II offers various practical tools such as worksheets and questionnaires. These are general 

outlines for practitioners, which can be adjusted to meet the specific circumstances of a project.

The information provided here is based on real-life experience gathered from numerous projects 

around the globe and has been initiated and financed by SDC.

We hope it will add value to your undertakings.

SDC, Employment and Income Division
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1   Foreword 

Why is gender-oriented entrepreneurial promotion important? Because both women and men 

contribute to the economic development of a society - a fact that is not always recognized. More 

gender balance in enterprise development also means a more fair distribution of employment 

and income between women and men. The role of small enterprises has always been impor-

tant for economic development and has been strengthened by the technological progress made 

during the past 20 years, fundamentally transforming production and marketing structures. The 

problems of poverty and unemployment in the developing world have not been solved, how-

ever, despite this economic growth and development. In most African, Asian and Latin American 

countries as well as the new economies of the former Soviet Union, the high level of informal 

employment is constantly rising. The result is long-term exclusion from economic and social 

development of the weaker groups of society such as the youth and the elderly, people without 

vocational education, members of ethnic minorities, and especially the rural working population. 

Women have above average representation in each of these groups1.

It is widely recognized in literature that women and men experience poverty differently. Evidence 

is growing that gender-sensitive development strategies contribute significantly to income crea-

tion as well as to equity objectives. Therefore, differences between men and women’s needs and 

constraints should be identified through analysis, planning, implementation, and monitoring of 

development programs.

Women’s entrepreneurship is gaining increasing recognition. Fostering women’s economic devel-

opment through enterprise promotion can have a positive impact in a number of areas. First and 

foremost, it enhances economic growth and provides employment opportunities. In addition, it 

can improve the social, educational, and health status of women and their families.

The sector of micro and small-scale enterprises plays a central role in employment promotion 

and economic growth and thus opens the doors for women’s participation in economic develop-

ment. Micro and small-scale enterprises are the sector where many women earn their livelihood 

due to the lack of other employment possibilities. In many less developed countries as well as 

transition countries the unemployment rate of women is higher than that of men. But for poorer 

families a double source of income, the man’s and the woman’s, is needed to meet the fami-

lies’ basic needs such as housing, food, children’s education etc. In the case of women-headed 

households (divorced, singles, or widows), the necessity to grow out of unemployment becomes 

even more urgent in order to supply the family income. Therefore, one of the main aspects of 

women’s economic empowerment is the promotion of women entrepreneurs. 

The promotion of women entrepreneurs and women’s economic development is an important 

facet of the Swiss development strategy. In order to find out more about ongoing practices as 

well as lessons learnt so far in this field, the SDC’s (Swiss Agency for Development and Co-

operation) thematic division “Employment & Income” conducted a gender-oriented analysis of 

current enterprise promotion programs2  that have been implemented by the Swiss Foundation for 

Technical Co-operation, Swisscontact, in eleven different countries in Asia, Latin America, Africa, 

and Eastern Europe. The main results of this analysis are as follows:

1 
Altenburg, Tilman, 2001.

2  
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation, SED Issue Paper No. 6, 2001.

Women’s role 
in economic 
development

An issue in the 
Swiss Development 
Cooperation

1

1
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Programs for WEP (women entrepreneur promotion) are implemented by either mainstreaming 

women entrepreneurs within ongoing SED (small enterprise development) programs or by devel-

oping separate program components for the specific needs of the female target groups. 

Women entrepreneurs, to a great extent, constitute an individual market with specific needs and 

service requirements and can provide an interesting market opportunity to service providers. 

Women are far from being a homogeneous target group. For programs to be more effective, a 

basic distinction needs to be made between the different levels, profiles, and needs of different 

women.

From a program support point of view, the study has shown that preconditions for the success-

ful promotion of women entrepreneurs are: a precise definition of the program’s main goals, a 

precise definition of the target groups (e.g. subsistence or market-oriented entrepreneurs, start-

ups or entrepreneurs, etc.), an analysis of their demand, a portfolio approach of service provid-

ers, incentives for service providers, and a focus on ‘women-friendly’ growth sectors. 

In summary, this analysis has shown that it is necessary to elaborate practice-oriented tools in 

order to make successful WEP strategies replicable and applicable for practitioners. For this pur-

pose the present Manual has been developed.

Mainstreaming or 
separate program 
component

A market with 
specific needs

Precise definition 
of target groups

The rationale 
behind the manual

2
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2   Introduction to the Manual

This manual provides strategies, concrete instruments, and practical examples, to help pro-

fessionals in the field realize a more gender-balanced approach when implementing micro 

and small enterprise promotion programs. To support this underlying rationale, throughout the 

manual the terminology “Women entrepreneurship promotion (WEP)” and “WEP program(s)” is 

used. Both expressions have been chosen on purpose to describe potential support interventions 

in two different program situations:

a) WEP as an individual, separate project to be launched with the exclusive objective to promote 

women entrepreneurship.

b) WEP interventions within existing SED programs as a subset of support strategies or measures 

implemented to particularly address the needs of female entrepreneurs. Here, the term “SED 

program” is often used to point out the different situation.

Parts of the Manual

The manual is divided into two parts. The first part focuses on the strategies and tools of the 

WEP project cycle: planning, implementing and monitoring. Planning involves the assessment 

of the current situation and the future development of key factors.  Implementation focuses on 

the adaptation of the program design to meet women’s specific needs. Monitoring is the last 

step in the project cycle and is the systematic observation and, if necessary, correction of the 

implementation progress. 

These strategies and tools were created by synthesizing instruments already elaborated and used 

by several organizations (SDC, Swisscontact, ILO, UNIDO, GTZ, Intercooperation) or by adjust-

ing existing instruments of SED programs. They are presented here because they can be useful to 

programs that boost women’s participation in the economy. In other words, current SED instru-

ments are under the “gender magnifying glass”. Many sections have also been enriched with 

practical examples from programs that have been implemented by other agencies. 

The second part of the manual presents concrete worksheets and forms for practitioners who 

want to use the tools presented in Part I. Due to the complexity of the topic and the diversity of 

programs, this manual cannot provide a worksheet or form for every situation. It does discuss 

useful and replicable ideas, approaches, and instruments for the promotion of women entrepreneurs. 

Last but not least, with this manual SDC would like to stimulate a dialogue between different 

agencies and key players about the promotion of women entrepreneurs.  It would also like 

to inspire professionals to implement such programs and to be innovative and creative in doing so!

Part I

Part II

3
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The Project Cycle - Strategies and Tools 

Figure 1: Tools along the Project Cycle

Planning of Programs 

This is the first step within the project cycle. The instruments in this chapter discuss methods in 

order to know in-depth information regarding the target groups, their specific situation, needs 

and context. All the data achieved through these instruments is necessary preliminary informa-

tion before implementing a project. 

Target Group Analysis: This section analyzes that women are a heterogeneous target group, 

and that, depending on the target group’s specific profile, it must be decided which is the appro-

priate strategy of intervention to choose. In addition, key questions for a target group analysis 

are presented.

Needs and Demand Analysis: In this section, the difference between needs and demand is 

discussed, followed by key questions for a demand analysis. 

Analysis of Commercial Viability of the Final Product: This section emphasizes the impor-

tance of analyzing whether business projects of target groups or partner organizations are com-

mercially viable or not. This is especially important in the case of income-generating activities, 

which are frequently applied in the context of “women’s programs”.

Analysis and Selection of Partner Organizations: This section presents key questions and 

criteria for the selection of partner organizations and for the assessment of project proposals. 

Also, methods for identifying and selecting partners are discussed.

Sector Analysis/ Sub-Sector Analysis: In this section, the main topic is the importance of 

bringing women closer to higher value markets and into innovative sectors. Two instruments that 

can help in this respect, the sector and subsector analysis, are described.

Labor Market Analysis: This section describes labor market analysis as an instrument to 

investigate the further development of and within different sectors and sub-sectors, a crucial 

factor before running training programs, especially in the case of start-ups and unemployed 

women.
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Implementation of Programs 

In this chapter, the objective of increasing women’s participation in SED and WEP programs is 

discussed from the point of view of three different aspects which are all closely inter-related and 

linked to each other: First, the demand side is discussed by showing different ways to increase 

women’s demand and access to services. Second, the supply side is discussed by showing differ-

ent instruments for service suppliers to improve services for women. Third, the donor side is the 

issue, discussing approaches that facilitate women’s participation in development programs. 

Instruments to Stimulate Women’s Demand and to Improve their Access to Services: 

This section discusses different instruments and techniques to bring women closer to services 

and to stimulate their demand for services. Such instruments are pricing strategies as well as the 

development of demand-oriented services for women. Also, the importance of specific issues like 

networking and information provision are discussed.

Instruments to Improve Services for Women: This section discusses in detail different 

instruments and techniques on the supply side in order to support suppliers of services in the 

provision of demand-oriented services to women.

Strategies for Donors and Implementing Agencies to Improve Services available 

to Women: This section shows approaches in order for donors and implementing agencies to 

translate gender objectives efficiently and effectively into practice. Less common areas of inter-

vention, like the participation in policy making through interventions at macro level in order to 

contribute to a more “women entrepreneur-friendly” macro environment are discussed. 

Monitoring of Programs  

The manual concludes with the third step of the project cycle, the monitoring of programs. 

What to Measure?: In this section, indicators are discussed for measuring both, the develop-

ment of a program as a whole and the effects and impact on the target groups and other “play-

ers” involved in the WEP program.

How to Measure?: In this section, different instruments and procedures for monitoring are 

discussed. Additionally, aspects regarding project management in order to organize monitoring 

along the capacities and needs are covered.

Page 29

Page 43

Page 49

Page 58

Page 61
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Key Aspects
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1   Introduction

It is fundamental for the successful implementation of WEP programs to assess women entrepre-

neurs’ current situation as well as the future development of key factors that could influence the 

progress of their economic activities. The instruments to be discussed relate to the assessment of 

three different levels of planning, as illustrated in Figure 2. 

Micro level planning focuses on assessing the program’s target groups, their needs and 

demands, their profile, and the feasibility of their business idea (the commercial viability of the 

final product or service they offer on the market).

Meso level planning focuses on the inner environment of the program, assessing potential 

partner organizations (PO) and selecting the most suitable ones.

Macro level planning analyzes the environment women entrepreneurs face, through sector, 

sub-sector and labor market analysis. 

Figure 2: Planning WEP Programs - The Three Levels

This three-level analysis provides the project management with baseline information needed 

before implementing a WEP program thus constituting points of reference for designing and 

monitoring the implementation of a WEP program. 

Most of the information needed is normally available within the framework of SED programs. 

If there is an ongoing SED program, the most efficient way to obtain necessary data for a WEP 

program or for a gender dimension within a SED program is to simply include in the SED analy-

ses the gender-disaggregated dimension. If gender-disaggregated data have not been 

obtained through earlier SED analyses or if there is no ongoing SED program, the relevant infor-

mation should be collected separately.
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2   Target Group Analysis

In programs for small enterprise promotion it is understood that the participants are generally 

micro or small entrepreneurs, employees within SMEs, or their associates.  Within programs for 

women’s economic development, the female target groups tend, in general, to be more 

heterogeneous and vary from start-ups, to the unemployed, to the wage-employed, to estab-

lished women entrepreneurs of MSME, to wives or daughters of entrepreneurs. 

For the identification of the target group(s) within a WEP program, various issues have to be 

taken into consideration:

Main goal and objectives of the program 

The main goal of small enterprise development in general and of the promotion of women entre-

preneurs in particular is poverty alleviation. In pursuit of this goal, WEP programs can focus on 

different development objectives, which implies different key target groups. If the program has 

identified existing women entrepreneurs as the target group, it should pursue an economic 

orientation (e.g. increased competitiveness of established women-owned businesses). In many 

countries this is not an easy task due to cultural circumstances: sometimes women work in rather 

“hidden” businesses, often in their homes, or they take a less representative role within their own 

business (their husbands go to the bank or have direct client contact). 

Due to the feminization of poverty, women’s economic development programs often pursue 

social approaches in which the alleviation of poverty plays a main role; in these programs 

women in marginalized, rural, and poverty affected areas are often the target groups 

and entrepreneurial potential or business behavior are not the main criteria for selection of 

target groups. Also, in many programs unemployed women and start-ups might represent 

a relatively new target group to be taken into consideration. The growing number of women 

entrepreneurs-to-be is a reaction to high unemployment rates. Starting their own business is, in 

many cases, the only solution to ensure the family income.

Assumptions and constraints 

In general, women tend to be economically active in low-growth and less dynamic sec-

tors that require lower level skills and low investment. If women with a certain educational/

professional background who also express an interest in doing business within a different and 

perhaps non-traditional sector have been identified, the strategy to pursue could be to shift 

women from such low-growth sectors towards more dynamic sectors. Also, women entrepreneurs 

are not often active in formal sub-sector-specific associations, but rather gather in informal 

women’s groups. These groups normally have in common that they are isolated from markets 

(often located in rural areas) and that they are involved in basic income-generating activities. 

In most cases, these groups lack basic technical and managerial skills. Consequently, WEP pro-

grams can focus on the upgrading of such skills and on empowerment aspects in order to 

support the success of such group activities. 

9
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It is evident that such varied target group segments have different potential and different needs 

and should not be intervened with in the same manner. Women’s different levels of cultural, 

social, and economic development need different levels of project intervention. The key is to 

match the intervention to the need as shown in Figure 3.

As this Manual is about gender-oriented entrepreneurship promotion, the key questions for target 

group analysis as well as the majority of the tools and instruments presented hereafter are mainly 

related to the apex of the pyramid illustrated in Figure 3, micro and small-scale women 

entrepreneurs. 

Figure 3: Matching the Strategy with the Profile of the Target Group3

3 
Modified from: Adhikary/ Rai/ Rajaratnam, 1999.
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If the program targets women entrepreneurs on the last two levels (see above), the micro or 

small entrepreneur who is already established and active in an entrepreneurial activity, it may 

concentrate mainly on entrepreneurial objectives with the main goal of sustainable entrepreneur-

ship development and employment creation. Programs for women involved in basic income 

generating activities require an entirely different support strategy. For example, survival women’s 

groups might require that a program focus on aspects such as group formation and awareness 

building for basic issues related to income generation, whereas micro and small-scale women 

entrepreneurs might require much more specific input such as courses in accounting or market-

ing, in order to improve their business performance.

In order to assess the target group profile and to clarify which target group to address with which 

project intervention, the following questions should be asked: 

« What are the needs and demands of the target group? (See Key Questions for Demand 

Analysis in Planning, Section 3) 

« How can the entrepreneurial activity be classified regarding its size/ entrepreneurial 

development stage?

« What type of entrepreneurial activity is the target group involved in?

« What is the educational level of the target group?

« Does the target group need intensive coaching and support or do we expect the women 

to think and act independently?

« What are the target group’s potential and readiness for change?

« When was the entrepreneurial activity started and how many owners are there?

« What financial resources were used to start the entrepreneurial activity?

« What are the current sources for financing the entrepreneurial activity?

« How is the performance of the entrepreneurial activity?

« What are the risks faced by the target group and the entrepreneurial activity?

« What are the constraints of the target group and the entrepreneurial activity?

« What are the key success factors of the target group and the entrepreneurial activity?

In addition, please see Part II, Section A, for a basic outline of gender-differentiated target 

group analysis. The worksheet in Part II, Section B has business-related key questions and 

helps analyze the business profile of the target group in depth. There is an additional worksheet 

in Part II, Section C with socio-cultural questions for target group analysis which helps analyze 

the gender-related issues affecting women entrepreneurs. 

It is important to assess the target group’s potential and readiness for change.  The following 

example illustrates just a few criteria that can be employed:

1
1
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Example 1: Selection of Participants, Swisscontact Sri Lanka

Swisscontact Sri Lanka sees the proper selection of participants for any type of service as the 

most important step for a successful WEP program. A ‘Right Participant Selection’ instrument has 

therefore been developed, indicating the following criteria for participant selection:

Women must:

• Already be in business or already be generating income

• Show creativity and enthusiasm

• Take risks and be willing to invest as far as possible

• Be willing to pay for services (at least partly)

• Be open-minded and customer-oriented

Once the key characteristics of the target group are known, sub-groups with similar profiles can 

be formed in order to organize different types of interventions. (See Implementing, Section 

3.1, Market Segmentation)

3   Needs and Demand Analysis

After the target group has been broken down into segments, the next step is to determine what 

each segment needs.

Within WED-programs, women’s needs are often the following:

• Access to credit and saving schemes

• Access to technology (know-how and equipment)

• Access to markets

• Decrease of administrative/ legal barriers

• Development of skills

• Up-grading of skills

It is interesting to observe that the first three categories, access to credit, technology and markets 

are normally expressed by the target groups as specific needs, whereas awareness for the need 

of skill development and up-grading does not always exist. If such awareness does not yet exist, 

its demand has to be created and stimulated. 

What is the difference between needs and demands?

The needs that exist and the economic ability to satisfy them are the result of the interaction 

between the economy, the culture, and the marketing efforts of businesses4. A demand is a rec-

ognized need, which can be translated as the willingness to pay for the satisfaction of the need. 

Demand refers to a transaction between buyer and seller, whereas need is on the side of the 

potential buyer only and may or may not translate into demand.

Need and demand analyses are ways to understand target groups better. In general, WEP pro-

grams dispose of rather limited budgets, and often, program managers get carried away by the 

existing problems and the resulting needs of women. Nevertheless, a program has to select and 

4
 Cateora, Philip R., 1983.
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prioritize which specific needs it shall address, depending, among other things, on the main goal 

of the program and of similar programs. 

If, for example, many development agencies have already implemented programs for women in 

a region or country, delivering equipment and providing access to credit, it would make sense not 

to repeat the same but to find a niche which would contribute to and build upon other programs’ 

efforts in an efficient and effective way. That could be, in this case, technical training for the 

women who have already received machines, management training, (elaboration of business 

plans) and consultancy for women who already have received credit through other programs.

Quite often, WEP programs are based only on the needs of the target groups without taking 

enough into consideration the actual demand for different services within a program. But, if WEP 

programs are to be business-like and market-oriented, it is important to understand the actual 

demand for services.

In order to assess the target groups’ demand for services, the following questions should be 

answered5:

« What types of enterprises are using which services? Which types are not?

« What benefits are enterprises looking for from services? What services are enterprises 

looking for?

« Why do women entrepreneurs (or other female market segments) use the services? 

Why not?

« How aware are enterprises about services? Do they understand the benefits of services?

« What prices are women entrepreneurs (or other female market segments) paying for 

services?

« How are services delivered? How do women entrepreneurs (or other female market 

segments) want services to be delivered?

« What are the service features that women entrepreneurs (or other female market segments) 

want? Are they satisfied with the services currently available?

« Where is women’s unmet demand for services?

The market assessment shown in Example 2 includes aspects of target group analysis and a 

detailed demand analysis which goes beyond the key questions mentioned above6. 

Example 2: Market Assessment, Intercooperation Macedonia

In April 2001, Intercooperation in Macedonia performed a detailed market assessment focusing 

on the demand side of the BDS market in the Prilep region. The assessment was based on a survey 

of nearly 1’000 enterprises of less than 150 employees. The objective was to better understand 

the service market, mainly from the demand-side, in order to design appropriate interventions 

and strategies within Intercooperation’s SED program with BDS approach. Furthermore, the find-

ings were to help assess the appropriateness of BDS as an approach for SED in Macedonia. In 

summary, the survey covered the following issues:

• Detailed description of SMEs’ profile (target group analysis)

• Self-assessment by target groups of their current business situation

• Awareness, usage, retention analysis

• Analysis of willingness to pay for services

• Analysis of suppliers’ services used by target groups

5 
Overy Miehlbradt, Alexandra, 2001.

6
 For detailed information on Awareness, Usage, Retention Analysis, see: 

  Overy Miehlbradt, Alexandra, 2001.
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The survey used the Awareness, Usage, Retention (AUR) methodology which detected inter-

esting trends in entrepreneurs’ awareness and usage of business services: While enterprises 

were aware of certain services such as accounting advice, there was much less awareness of 

services such as production training and advice. This pointed to a need to focus within Inter-

cooperation’s BDS program on raising the awareness for such services. In terms of usage, 

it was very low (e.g. less than 10% of all listed services). However, once an enterprise had 

tried out a service, the retention rate (willingness to use it repeatedly) was very high (75% 

for marketing services, 68% for business plan advice or training). This information pointed to 

the fact that the demand needed a boost, and possibly, that the supply needed to be made 

more available and more attractive. 

Regarding the supply side, Intercooperation plans to elaborate further analyses regarding 

the weaknesses of the supply of BDS, starting with a specific tender in spring 2002.

Consequences of the market assessment are the following:

• Revision of the mix of supply and demand side interventions matching the respective 

constraints detected

• Choice of the appropriate instruments of intervention, e.g. mechanisms to increase 

demand for services (vouchers, time-limited subsidies), support to suppliers through 

incentives and product development promotion

• Assessment of the overall supply of services for which there is low awareness, and if 

such services are not available, development of them if there is demand

• Assessment found willingness to pay only low prices for services. Therefore, focus on 

market segments able to pay lower prices

• Need for access to new clients and markets

• Need to focus on demand-oriented services (e.g. trade fairs)

Although the market assessment conducted in Macedonia provided the project manage-

ment with a variety of useful information, gender-disaggregated data were not taken into 

consideration. With simple gender differentiation data about women entrepreneurs’ versus 

men entrepreneurs’ profiles, including their awareness, use of business development serv-

ices and the suppliers’ reaction to women’s and men’s demand, crucial information would 

have been available without significant additional effort. Without gender-disaggregated 

data, the project management doesn’t have information about the demand of women 

entrepreneurs. It is, therefore, less probable that women entrepreneurs will be taken into 

consideration within the mainstream of the SED program.

1
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4   Analysis of the 
Commercial Viability 
of the Final Product

The analysis of the commercial viability of the final product can also be called analysis 

of the feasibility of a business idea and is closely linked to the business-related key questions 

within the target group analysis mentioned in Planning, Section 2 (see also Part II, Section B).

It assesses in detail, whether there is a market for the products/ services being produced and/ or 

distributed by women’s enterprises or groups. This kind of analysis is especially important in the 

framework of income-generating projects. Before we start teaching women basic technical 

and management skills regarding, for example, food processing, it is not only crucial for the 

women, but also for us as the implementating or donor agency, to know whether these women 

will have a chance to sell their processed food products profitably. 

To assess commercial viability (see also the key questions for the selection of POs, Planning, 

Section 5), a business plan should be expected from established women entrepreneurs with 

a business idea (diversification of their production, for example). Unemployed women and 

potential start-ups, however, need more guidance in this respect as they can not realistically be 

expected to know what field to be trained for and/ or which eventual final product would be com-

mercially viable and profitable. In other words, the lower the target group’s profile and the less 

commercial awareness and business spirit among the target group, the more input is required 

from the implementing agency to develop a realistic business plan and facilitate entrepreneurial 

success.

Often WEP programs don’t pay enough attention to aspects of commercial viability of a business 

idea presented either by women’s groups, individual entrepreneurs or partner organizations. 

This explains why the entrepreneurial success of such projects remains limited in many cases. 

In order to check on the final product/ service market, the following issues are important:

« Who are competitors and at what price do they sell which quality to what consumer 

segment?

« What quality and quantity is the woman entrepreneur able to produce?

« What is the potential consumer segment for this product/ service?

« At what price can the product/ service be produced and sold?

« Is raw material available at adequate prices?

« Is necessary technical equipment available and adequate?

« Are investments necessary? Which?
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Example 3: Analysis of Commercial Viability of Final Product, 

Swisscontact Kosovo 

Swisscontact has been implementing a program for women’s economic development in Kosovo 

since 2001. The situation in Kosovo since the end of the war can be summarized as follows: 

• Due to strong humanitarian aid, the population got used to subsidies

• Many international donors started massive technical aid programs, e.g. training for women 

and substantial donations of equipment with few or no follow-up measures

• Most local businesses had to start from scratch after the war

• Very high unemployment rate

• Relatively few private service suppliers

• Relatively few women engaged in private business

Given the macroeconomic situation in Kosovo, and the fact that after the war many widows are 

the only (potential) income providers for big families, unemployed women are one of the target 

groups. They are very often already gathered in formal or non-formal groups that have already 

received support from international donor agencies. They have mainly received basic equipment 

and technical training for sewing and bee-keeping. These groups represent income-generating 

projects to Swisscontact. But such groups find support from Swisscontact only if the commercial 

viability of the product/ service, honey production for example, is analysed in a realistic business 

plan. A failed income-generating project can cause more de-motivation and frustration. Swiss-

contact Kosovo follows a holistic approach in this program because it is aware of its responsibil-

ity, not only as an agency providing access to training, consulting and other services but also of 

its responsibility in providing support to women in a concrete way to increase their income. The 

success of this program with this kind of target groups is not measured by the number of women 

trained but by the number of women who actually find a job or manage to establish and maintain 

their own business.

The main characteristics of this approach to implementing income-generating projects by wom-

en’s self-help groups in Kosovo are:

• Thorough and careful selection of partner institutions

• Preferred cooperation with partners who have already received the necessary 

equipment and basic training from other donors

• Joint analysis of the commercial viability of the partner’s business idea 

(business plan development)

• Training for people involved in the business idea

• Close coaching of partner to implement business (advice, consultancy)

• Intense follow-up (further development of business idea, improvement etc.)

The idea of analyzing the commercial viability of a business idea comes from the private sector. 

It is common practice within banks to assess the feasibility of a client’s business idea before 

disbursing a credit for its implementation. This instrument is also used in development programs 

focusing on financial services. For example, NGOs specialized in financial services for micro 

entrepreneurs normally request a realistic business plan as a prerequisite to obtaining a credit. 
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As can be seen in Example 3, above, such analysis can be also very useful for non-financial 

services within WEP and SED programs. It shows that the donor or international implementing 

agency is interested in supporting ideas with a realistic potential for success. Thus, this instrument 

helps both the donor/ implementing agency and the local partner to think and act in a business-

oriented manner. If the feasibility of a business idea is not an issue, both parties loose: the local 

partner might not succeed as an entrepreneur but go bankrupt instead, and the donor runs the 

risk of spending project funds and producing no economic development. 

1
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5   Analysis and Selection of 
Partner Organizations

5.1 Analysis of Partner Organizations

The careful selection of adequate partner organizations is one of the most important factors for 

the successful implementation of an economic development program, especially in the context 

of SED programs in which the promotion of women entrepreneurs is not considered a specific 

program but is within the mainstream. It is important to check whether partner organizations 

like BDS providers and others consider women entrepreneurs a client group. General gender 

awareness is not enough; the partner organization should also be interested in and capable of 

developing and offering demand-led services or products to the female market segment.

The analysis of partner organizations helps to understand the supply side of the market for serv-

ices or products related to the program. It investigates in detail the strengths and weaknesses of 

different potential partners using the following assessment criteria:

• Ownership of the organization

• Offer of services or products to which client segments

• People involved in the organization (staff, board of directors, etc.)

• Resources and capacity within the organization (financial resources, 

infrastructure, etc.)

• Systems in the organization 

• Philosophy of the organization (commercial or social orientation, gender 

sensitivity, etc.)

« What types of partner organization for services/ products exist (e.g. BDS providers, 

NGOs, chambers of commerce, etc.)?

« What range of services/ products is available for which client segment?

« What are the strengths and weaknesses of this partner organization?

« Does the potential partner organization have sufficient capacity to develop and 

offer demand-led services/ products to female client segments?

« What is the potential partner organization’s financial situation?

« Is the potential partner organization experienced in dealing with female client 

segments and accepted by them?

« Is the potential partner organization’s staff competent and motivated to serve female 

client segments?

« Is the internal structure of the potential partner organization adequate for the WEP project? 

(E.g. what percentage of the project staff is female, in which positions?)

1
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5.2 Selection of Partner Organizations

There are at least three different ways to select partners. They can also be combined. The right 

way depends on whether you, the implementing agency for a WEP project, are new in the country 

or area, on whether there are many potential partners in the area, and on whether there are 

many other donor programs in the area. 

Partner organizations can be selected by:

1. Personal knowledge and recommendation

2. Market research

3. Open competitive bidding process (tendering)

Often, the first step in selecting partners is relationship-based or recommendation-based, 

to get a ‘feeling’ for the suppliers of services, to assess their strengths and weaknesses, and to 

assess the kind and quality of services they offer. This is typically the case in initial pilot phases, 

in yet unknown countries and contexts. 

Such initial pilot projects, in cooperation with unknown partners, are usually accompanied by 

market research in order to get information on potential partners more systematically7.

Once such information is available, often the next step is a tendering process which helps 

open the range of partners, thus bringing new ideas ‘from outside’ into the program. In an open 

tender, opportunities to apply are advertised, tender documents are drawn up and made avail-

able for a fee payable upon application. 

Although most partners in SED programs are now selected through tender processes, this busi-

ness-like approach is seldom used in WEP partner selection. Selecting partners by tender con-

tributes a more business-like atmosphere to such programs.

Please see Part II, Section D for the main steps in organizing a tender. 

Main questions for assessing the offers for tender are: 

« Content of project document/ business idea? 

« Professional competence of responsible staff (CVs)?

« Reputation, reliability of agency? 

« Financial situation and contribution of agency and total project costs?

In Part II, Section E.1 and E.2, checklists with key questions for the selection of partner organi-

zations can be found. In Part II, Section E.3, gender-sensitive key questions are presented for 

the assessment of project proposals submitted by potential partners.

7
 For details on market research techniques, see: Overy Miehlbradt, Alexandra, 2001.
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6   Sector/ Sub-sector Analysis

Many WEP programs train women in rural and urban areas with short-term courses (2-4 months 

on average) in technical skills such as hairdressing, sewing, handicraft production, and cake 

making. The objective is that these women, once trained and enriched with some basic man-

agement know-how, shall become entrepreneurs in these fields. The result of such programs, 

nevertheless, is often quite different: an over-supply of hairdressers tends to appear in villages 

where there is obviously much less demand than supply. These “trained” women never have the 

opportunity to start their “independent entrepreneurship”. Another result (perhaps the best given 

the circumstances) is that these trained women, for example seamstresses, are able to find low 

paid jobs in the mass manufacturing industry if it exists. One should therefore know which sectors 

and sub-sectors in a country or region are suitable for women to become entrepreneurs in or to 

find appropriate employment in (see Planning, Section 7, Labor Market Analysis). 

High Value Markets and Innovation

Women are most frequently involved in training programs for management and technical skills 

that prepare them for the low-growth sectors in which they have been traditionally involved. 

Such sectors tend to be handicrafts, low-scale food processing, health-care, beauty services and 

textiles which are, in most cases, nothing but an extension of women’s household duties. The 

advantages of such sectors are that relatively little investment is needed, there are few entry bar-

riers, and women tend to feel comfortable in them. But such sectors tend to be crowded because 

of these low entry barriers. This leads to saturated markets and little room for growth. 

Market saturation is a major problem of women-owned small and micro enterprises.  This is 

due to the lack of access to higher value markets caused by a lack of innovation. Without inno-

vation through new product development in growth-oriented dynamic sub-sectors and higher 

value markets, the potential for success of women-owned enterprises in these sectors remains 

low. 

Traditional versus Non-Traditional Sectors

The question of whether a profession or field that generates income is traditional for women 

and/ or men depends to a great degree upon people’s social and cultural values. For example, 

whereas road repairing is considered a typical male activity in Europe, in Sri Lanka it is not 

uncommon to see women doing this kind of job.

Therefore, involving women or men in non-traditional jobs or economic activities is a very com-

plex (and time-consuming) issue, which has to be accompanied by awareness creation cam-

paigns aimed at the broader public, potential employers, and employees.
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6.1  Sector Analysis

SED and WEP programs can be sectoral, sub-sectoral, or multi-sectoral. Technical skills training 

and marketing services can be sector specific, whereas business training services are likely to 

be multi-sectoral. A sector-specific service is most relevant when constraints are also sector-

specific. 

Deciding the sectors in which a program shall be active is crucial, as it automatically determines 

the participation of or discrimination against women and consequently the economic develop-

ment as such. 

Example 4: Sector Choice in a SED Program, Swisscontact Peru

Swisscontact has been working with SED programs for decades, mainly in sectors such as metal, 

auto mechanics, etc. This automatically leads to a very low participation of women in its pro-

grams. In order to increase women’s participation, Swisscontact identified two strategies: 1) the 

development of separate programs for women, targeting sectors where women are economi-

cally active and 2) the growing incorporation of women within the mainstream of SED programs 

through an open sector approach, thus including sectors with stronger female participation. The 

second approach was chosen by Swisscontact Peru where the female target group was incorpo-

rated within the mainstream of the BDS approach. The main criteria was the presence of women in 

the potential sectors, leading to the selection of the garment and agro-industrial sectors as main 

sectors of attention within its SED program. This was investigated by means of a detailed gender-

disaggregated sector analysis assessing the current distribution between men and women in dif-

ferent sectors. The analysis would have gained significance if future trends regarding the potential 

for growth within the different sectors would have also been investigated, thus contributing to 

women’s economic engagement in higher value, more innovative markets. Nevertheless, the result 

is that within SED in Peru, 45% of the participants are now women.

Based on this example, SED programs, in which women are incorporated within the program 

mainstream, should follow an open sector approach and not limit their activities to sectors 

where mainly men are active. Nevertheless, women’s presence within a sector should not be the 

only criterion for selecting a sector. Example 4 shows that due to the analysis conducted in Peru, 

two additional sectors with a high level of economically active women have been added to the 

program. This contributed to an increase in female participants within the program. There is no 

evidence to show, however, whether the chosen sectors, the garment sector and agro-industry, 

have the potential to offer women entrepreneurs a chance to access higher value markets and 

growth (as discussed within Planning, Section 6, Key Aspects). The main criteria of such an 

approach should not only be the currently active number of women and men within different 

sectors but also the economic growth potential within each sector and sub-sector. 

« Does the program intend to train/ upgrade women in low-growth sectors in which they 

have been traditionally active, or does the program focus on innovative, not necessarily 

traditional sectors for women?

« In which sectors are women traditionally active?

« Which of these sectors have growth potential?

« What is the degree of market saturation in these sectors?

« In which formal and non-formal sectors are how many women/ men active as entrepre-

neurs? 
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« In which formal and non-formal sectors are how many women/ men active as employees?

« What are the entry barriers to women in traditional sectors?

« What are the entry barriers to women in non-traditional growth sectors?

A detailed worksheet for sector analysis can be found in Part II, Section F. This worksheet 

should be combined with the Key Questions for Sub-sector Analysis in Part II, Section G, as 

these refer to qualitative aspects (e.g. high value or innovative markets), which can be applied to 

sector analysis as well.  This constitutes necessary general information for any program office’s 

database for SED, WEP and VET (Vocational Education and Training) programs.

The information regarding formal sectors can, in most cases, be obtained from national minis-

tries or regional administrative departments. Regarding non-formal sector information, check if 

other international donor agencies have already conducted some research. 

6.2  Sub-sector Analysis

Sub-sector data are more difficult to find but should be available from institutions such as cham-

bers of commerce, professional associations, and national and regional government depart-

ments. If this is not the case, it would be worth checking with other international donors and 

agencies that may have already conducted research, or to contract a local research company to 

conduct the analysis. 

A sub-sector is defined by a final product or a key raw material. A sub-sector consists of all 

the enterprises linked to the product or raw material, from supply, to production, to distribution. 

Sub-sector analysis examines the different vertical supply channels related to the key good, 

diagnoses potential opportunities and constraints and goes on to prescribe interventions8.

Analogous to the key questions for sector analysis, key questions for sub-sector analysis are the 

following:

« In which formal and non-formal sub-sectors are how many women/ men active as 

entrepreneurs? 

« What are women entrepreneurs’ main problems within these sub-sectors?

« In which formal and non-formal sub-sectors are how many women/ men active as 

employees?

« What are female employees’ main problems within these sub-sectors?

« In which sub-sectors are women traditionally active? (E.g. production of raw material, 

production of final products, distribution of raw material, distribution of final products, 

etc.)

« Which of these sub-sectors are profitable and have a potential for growth?

« What is the degree of market saturation in these sub-sectors?

« What are the entry barriers to women in traditional sub-sectors?

« What are the entry barriers to women in non-traditional growth sub-sectors?

8
 Kantor, Paula, ILO Working Paper No. 9.
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Example 5: Sub-sector Analysis

If, for example, you found out through the sector analysis that the majority of economically active 

women are self- or wage-employed in the textile sector, the second step would be to analyze the 

sub-sectors within the textile sector to see whether women are involved in the production of the 

raw material (fabrics, buttons etc.) or in the production of the final product (e.g. sportswear) or in 

the distribution (selling raw material or sportswear), distinguishing in all cases whether they are 

employed or acting as entrepreneurs. 

If, in this case, you were to find that women are mostly involved in the production of the raw 

material, leaving the distribution of these fabrics to others, they would participate much less in 

the value than the shop owner selling the sportswear. This information consequently would show 

the constraints and opportunities for women in this sub-sector and the intervention, which might 

come to mind might be to bring women closer to higher value added products, by training them 

to produce and sell high quality sportswear.

In summary, sector and sub-sector analyses give information about which sectors and sub-

sectors women are active in and what problems and opportunities are involved. WEP and SED 

programs can thus concentrate on very specific issues and can contribute more concretely to 

women’s economic development within certain sub-sectors9. 

7   Labor Market Analysis 

SED and WEP programs often pursue job creation as one of their main objectives. The success 

of such programs doesn’t lie in the number of people trained or consulted but in the number of 

people who find a job or establish and maintain a business. 

While sector and sub-sector analyses investigate the current situation, a labor market analysis 

goes one step further by researching future trends and developments within different sectors, thus 

providing all development programs that deal with small enterprise development and vocational 

training with crucial information.

Labor Market Analysis is an instrument used to investigate the future development of sectors 

and sub-sectors. It is a forecast of the development of women’s employment and entrepreneur-

ship for the next years. It should give an overview of the sectors and sub-sectors that have shown 

potential for growth and those that have not. 

A labor market analysis is important to guide women towards innovative and “new” sectors and 

is therefore closely linked to the sector/ sub-sector analysis, mentioned in Planning, Section 6. 

There is no reason why women should remain in traditional fields of activity; they should be moti-

vated to become more innovative. If, for example, the information technology sector is booming 

in Sri Lanka and relatively little investment is required to start a business, why shouldn’t women 

get involved? Especially if the labor market analysis shows that many companies are employing 

in this field or that many new companies have been registered (see Planning, Section 6, Key 

aspects). 

9
 For a detailed description on the sub-sector approach, see: Chen, Martha Alter, 1996.
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Before beginning to train women in the production of high quality sportswear, precise informa-

tion regarding the labor market and the potential market for the final sportswear product should 

be obtained. The following questions should be answered:

« Will the women trained in sportswear sewing find a job in this sector? 

And what are the conditions to finding employment?

« Is the sportswear sector going to grow in the next years? Or are there too many competitors 

from low-cost producing countries?

« Is the market for sportswear saturated or are there niches for small entrepreneurs? What 

niches?

Additional general key questions for a labor market analysis are the following:

« What is the capacity of a sector and/ or sub-sector to absorb female employees?

« What is the demand of a sector and/ or sub-sector for female employees?

« What are the employment conditions of a sector and/or sub-sector? 

(Skills requested, education requested, wages paid, etc.)

« What are the sectors and sub-sectors in which enterprises have been registered 

as bankrupt within the last 2 years?

« What are the sectors and sub-sectors in which new enterprises have been registered within 

the last 2 years?

« In which sectors and sub-sectors have national and international enterprises invested the 

most during the last two years? Will they continue to invest for the next 2-5 years?

For general outlines of a labor market analysis from three perspectives, unemployed women, 

employers, and recruitment agencies, please see the questionnaires in Part II, Section H. 

A very detailed and comprehensive database for gender statistics that also includes gender-

disaggregated data regarding the structure of the labor force in many countries can be found in 

www.genderstats.worldbank.org/menu.asp. 

Example 5: Labor Market Analysis, Swisscontact Nizhny Novgorod 

Swisscontact Nizhny Novgorod conducted a labor market research effort focusing on the current 

labor market situation for women, the opportunities and problems of women entrepreneurs, and 

a forecast of these two components. The main objective was to find out whether women’s specific 

situation would justify a separate women’s promotion component or whether women could be 

promoted within the mainstream of the SED program. Relevant information was gathered from 

different perspectives by conducting questionnaire-based interviews with the following parties:

• Employment centers, public organizations, recruitment agencies

• Unemployed women

• Successfully employed women

• Successful women entrepreneurs

• Employers

As a result, Swisscontact gathered detailed information on the current situation and future devel-

opment of the local labor market, which compared women and men. They decided to include 

women in the mainstream of the SED program.
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1   Introduction

This chapter discusses different ways to design and implement programs in order to increase 

women’s participation within SED and/ or WEP programs. The focus is on three issues as illus-

trated in Figure 4 below.

Chapter 2 discusses instruments that help to stimulate women’s demand for services. Chapter 3 

focuses on how the supply of services can be adjusted to meet women’s needs and how suppliers 

of services can be supported and stimulated to serve this target group. Chapter 4 presents some 

strategic approaches from a donor or implementing agency perspective to make WEP programs 

and SED programs with gender mainstream more effective and efficient. All three sections reflect 

current approaches of Swiss development cooperation.

Figure 4: Implementing a WEP Program - The Three Main Issues
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All instruments for the implementation of WEP programs are derived from and linked to the four 

Ps of the Marketing Mix, the product or service, its price, the place where it is sold and its promotion.

The Four Ps of the Marketing Mix:

In current marketing literature, the tactics used by suppliers of products and services to create 

customer demand are combined into the four Ps of the marketing mix10.

Product: Designing and modifying the product or service so it offers customers what they want;

Price: Pricing the product or service so it is profitable or at least cost-covering for the supplier 

and affordable for the client;

Place: Placing the product or service in the market in a way that both enhances its image and 

makes it easy for the customer to buy;

Promotion: Advertising, positioning, and promotion increase the perceived price/ value relation-

ship and the acceptance and awareness of a product or service.

In the context of WEP-programs we interpret the four Ps of the marketing mix as follows:

Product:

• What products/ services do which different female target group segments demand?

• What products/ services are needed to promote which female target group segment’s 

economic development?

• What existing products/ services can be adjusted from other fields of cooperation?

Price:

• What price are female target group segments able and willing to pay?

• What price is needed to make the product/ service profitable or at least cost-covering 

for the provider?

Place:

• Who is the adequate partner/ supplier/ distributor to offer the product/ service 

to which female target group segment?

• What is the adequate place to offer the service and to which female target group segment?

Promotion:

• Which measures increase women’s awareness for services offered?

• Which measures increase service suppliers’ awareness for women’s demand?

A detailed table of the four Ps of the Marketing Mix in the WEP-Context can be seen in 

Part II, Section I.

10
 Kotler/ Armstrong, 1999.
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2   Instruments to Stimulate 
Women’s Demand and to 

Improve their Access to Services

Programs for the promotion of SME in general show a low number of female participants. For 

example, in SED programs where the BDS approach is applied without specific consideration 

of the female market segment, the average ratio of women tends to be around 20%. Reasons 

for this can be that women entrepreneurs don’t know about the services offered or that they 

cannot afford them. Perhaps they don’t demand the services offered or the suppliers of business 

development services simply don’t see the potential of the female market niche and don’t offer 

demand-oriented services for this segment. 

As shown in Figure 5, the following instruments to stimulate women’s demand and to improve 

women’s access to services will be discussed:

Figure 5:  Instruments on the Demand Side
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2.1  Special Conditions for Women 
 Entrepreneurs

There are several mechanisms for service providers that can stimulate women entrepreneurs’ 

demand for services by decreasing the price that women have to pay for services or by adapting 

the modes of payment to women entrepreneurs’ capabilities. 

2.1.1 Subsidies 

As stated by the Committee of Donor Agencies for Small Enterprise Development11, due to the risk 

of distorting markets, subsidies for direct service delivery are an instrument which should 

be used carefully, but which may be justified in the short term in the development of service 

markets. 

Subsidies can be used in two ways:

• By reducing the price women entrepreneurs have to pay for a service

• By reducing the providers’ cost for the development and delivery of services to women 

entrepreneurs (see Implementing, Section 3.3, Capacity Building).

If used for a pre-defined, limited period of time and with clear criteria, they are not that differ-

ent from vouchers (see Implementing Section 4.1, Voucher Programs). The rationale for 

subsidies is as follows: 

Subsidies are implemented to increase awareness on both the demand and supply side of the 

service market: women entrepreneurs purchase a service at a subsidized price and are stimu-

lated to use a service which they might not have purchased at full price. Through the increased 

demand, suppliers’ awareness for such a new market segment increases and they are stimulated 

to develop and improve services for this segment.  

Five Rules for Subsidies

Analogous to vouchers, subsidies can have distorting effects regarding:

• Women entrepreneurs’ willingness to pay the full market price for services

• Unsubsidized providers’ ability to sell services at normal market prices

On the other hand, they can be regarded as ‘kick-start’ or initial ‘vitamin shot’ to increase 

awareness and to give women a chance to participate in the economic development processes. 

Subsidies can make sense if they induce positive incentives and if certain minimum rules are 

followed. The following points should be considered as minimum criteria for the application of 

subsidies12: 

• Time: Subsidies should be offered for a limited period of time with a clear exit strategy.

• Risk: Subsidies can help overcome the risk of developing and introducing a new product 

 11 
Committee of Donor Agencies for Small Enterprise Development, 2001.
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or service and can help test their results and demonstrate tangible results. But, the value 

of the subsidy should never exceed 50% of the investment costs thus requiring commitment 

from the other side as well.

• Scale/ Specific Constraints: Subsidies should be used sparingly and to address very 

specific constraints. 

• Strategy / Procedures: The reasons why subsidies are being paid must be clear. Clear 

objectives for overcoming constraints and for developing sustainable access to services 

must be formulated, including mechanisms and procedures for the implementation.

• Coordination: As in the case of other instruments, subsidies should be consistent with 

other donors’ policies in order to avoid contradictory approaches. 

2.1.2   Pricing Strategies and Modes of Payment

Pricing strategies of service suppliers are crucial for the success of a service, not only in relation to 

how it sells to women entrepreneurs, but also in relation to market demand in general. Women, 

in general, can and are willing to pay a price for a product or service they consume; they don’t 

want to depend on charity, but they often have fewer financial resources available to them than 

men or have different consumer behavior than men. The importance lies in the details: prices 

must be adjusted to the different consumer segments’ capabilities. This can be done by either 

reducing features from a service thus making it more affordable for a certain client segment or 

by introducing flexible terms of payment or by combining both. 

Regarding pricing, the following principles should be kept in mind:

• The mechanism of supply and demand (as prices drop, demand increases) applies when 

a significant price drop is possible and when the service provider has a small market 

share.

• The mechanism of supply and demand does not work when the market is saturated, 

or when you already have a leading market share position.

• Lowering prices means reducing profits for the mid and long term.

• Reduced prices can lower a product’s or service’s image.

Pricing Strategies

Different pricing strategies could be for example:

• Low entry-price: When introducing a service to a new target group or introducing a new 

service to an existing target group, a low entry-price stimulates the consumer’s “curiosity.” 

Once the consumer buys the product and starts getting used to it, the price can increase 

slowly in order to reach profitability or at least cost-coverage.

• Price differentiation/ Offering a low price to customers willing to give 

up some service features: Different configurations of the same service can be sold 

at different prices. The more sophisticated the service becomes or the more features 

are added to the service, the more expensive it is. For example, a course offered 

by a student can be offered at a lower price than a course offered by an experienced 

professional. When customers insist on a lower price, one strategy is to ask them to 

relinquish some service normally included in the price.

12
 See hereto as well: Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation, SED Issue Paper No. 5, 2000.
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• Non-monetary Price Discounts/ “Bundled Services”: A non-monetary price discount 

is a service or feature offered to a customer without changing the base price of the pro- 

duct or service. Non-monetary discounts help improve a product’s or service’s price/ value 

relationship without tarnishing its image. For example: service ‘packages’, including a 

training course of 5 weeks in combination with direct consultancy sessions and trade fair 

participation; such discount adds value for the customer because the price of this package 

is lower than the price for each service purchased separately.

• Monetary Price Discounts/ Membership Benefits: Monetary price discounts can be 

applied, for example, to members of associations or other business membership organiza-

tions thus achieving two effects: privileged prices are a stimulus to becoming a member, 

thus increasing interest in groups and networks and affiliating the company to others.

Modes of Payment

Another way to stimulate women entrepreneurs’ demand is to develop and implement innovative 

or client-oriented modes of payment. In the following, a few of such ideas shall be presented:

• Payment by Installments: Here, the service received is paid for with an initial down- 

payment (e.g. 40% of the total price), and the rest is paid in monthly or weekly install-

ments. In some cases, an initial down-payment is not paid, but the total price is paid 

in installments.

• Conditional Payment: Conditional (performance-based) payments can be risky 

for the service supplier, as they occur only if the service delivered is effective. 

For example, if a consultant offers marketing consultancy in order to increase the 

sales of a small company, the company would pay an initial down-payment (e.g. 50% 

of the total price), and the other 50% would only be paid to the consultant if, within 

a pre-defined period of time, sales actually increase. This has the advantage that 

the consultant is strongly committed to his/ her client and the disadvantage that the 

expected business result may not be reached by the client.

• Payment in Kind/ Bartering: This is the oldest mode of payment. A certain value 

is given to a product or service consumed by giving another product or service 

with the same (or similar) value in return. For example, women’s groups in remote 

rural areas receive a course in food-processing techniques. They can’t afford to pay for 

this course, and therefore pay for it by giving fruit or chicken to the trainer. Payment in 

kind is a way of showing ‘symbolically’, at least, that it is understood that services are 

not given for free.

• Payment through Sales (guaranteed purchase of products): This form of payment can 

have the advantage of helping the client to increase his/ her sales and of assuring the 

service supplier of receiving certain goods produced by the client at a privileged price. 

For example, a training institute offers a training course to employees of a small company 

producing stationary and printing books. In return for the training, the client offers the 

training institute to print didactic material at a cost-covering price, without a profit margin.
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2.2 Specific Services for Women 
Entrepreneurs (Product Diversification 
and Modification)

Another way to increase women’s demand is to adapt services to their concrete needs. For exam-

ple, women often don’t go to training courses because they are too long, too late in the evening, 

or too far away from home and therefore can not be combined with their household tasks. 

In most cases it is not necessary to develop entirely new products or services for women entre-

preneurs or other female target groups within WEP programs. Within the framework of SED 

programs, a wide spectrum of products and services has been developed during the last few 

years and the best practices and lessons learned from such ‘innovations’ are documented and 

available13. WEP practitioners therefore don’t have to re-invent the wheel but are in the lucky 

position of simply having to adjust and adapt these existing products to meet women’s specific 

needs and demand. In other words, the issue is product modification rather than product 

development. 

As can be seen in detail in Table 1, there are at least three ways to reach the female market 

segment: 

• Segment invasion (selling existing SED products to new types of customers, 

e.g. female clients)

• Product modification (selling modified products to new types of customers, 

e.g. female clients)

• Product diversification (designing new products to sell to new types of customers, 

e.g. female clients)

Segment invasion would mean in our context that women are just included in the mainstream 

of a SED program without any additional product or service modification, whereas diversifica-

tion implies creating an entirely new product for women, which in the practical implementation 

of WEP programs is seldom the case. In the framework of WEP programs, product modifica-

tion is the most common approach.

13
 See hereto the following websites: www.ilo.org/public/english/employment/ent/sed/bds/donor; 

www.enterweb.org; www.iadb.org/sds/document.cfm/0/ENGLISH; www.oneworld.org/itdg/publications.html; 
www.ilo.org/seed; www.mip.org; www.pactpub.com; www.intercooperation.ch/sed/index.htm; 
www.seepnetwork.org/bdsguide.html.
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Table 1: Nine Ways to Build Demand14

Product Modification:

For the targeting of the ‘new’ market of women entrepreneurs (or other female target groups like 

women start-ups or unemployed women), the point of product modification is to either drop 

features of the product or service and position it at a lower price in the market thus making it 

affordable for women, or to add a few features to the existing product or service and position it to 

meet the female market segment’s specific needs. For example, a business development service 

provider offers marketing consultancy (individual sessions for entrepreneurs), plus participation 

at trade fairs as a package, to small and medium-sized entrepreneurs. 

After some time, the provider decides to tackle the “female market niche,” and conducts market 

research to investigate the demand and financial potential of women micro entrepreneurs.  As 

a result, the provider decides to modify the service package by adjusting it to fit women’s needs 

and ability to pay for it. The result is a package that includes marketing consultancy for small 

groups thus reducing the price per person in combination with the possibility for women entre-

preneurs to participate at the trade fair. (If the supplier offered this trade fair participation at a 

price linked to the woman entrepreneur’s sales increase after the fair, then the supplier would 

not only modify the product but also the pricing policy.) 

It is quite common that local service providers request support from international donors/ imple-

menting agencies regarding such product modification. This is discussed in detail in Imple-

menting, Section 3.3, Capacity Building. 

Service Package

Services for Groups

14
 Kotler, Philip, 1999.
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2.2.1 Adjusted Management Training

One common way of adjusting management training to suit women’s needs (product modifi-

cation) is to include specific components for the female target groups such as ‘self-confidence 

strengthening’, or ‘personality training’, or ‘improvement of negotiation skills’. These are typical 

areas that contribute to women’s limited success in business. 

Such elements are often combined with the presentation of role models, women entrepreneurs 

who, for example, successfully completed business management training and consultancy and 

who have experienced an increase in sales and profits in their micro or small enterprise due to 

these inputs. Such women can tell other women entrepreneurs their story, how they developed 

and grew into a functioning business. Demonstrations of this kind are very important as they 

show “real life” cases of successful women in business.

Another means of addressing women’s specific demand is to develop different training modules 

that can be combined depending upon individual interest and payment capability. See the fol-

lowing example:

Example 7:  Development of a Specific Service for Women Entrepreneurs, Swisscon-

tact Sri Lanka

Swisscontact Sri Lanka developed a Business Management Training Package for women entrepre-

neurs with different pricing strategies (scholarships, training fees per module, group price, 

etc.). The Business Management Training Package includes promotion, selection of participants, 

modular training, gender sensitization, counselling, and follow up measures. It is implemented in 

modules in order to be financially accessible to the target groups. Every module offers informa-

tion and practice for a specific management topic and is followed by the next module. The promo-

tion module includes the demonstration of successful women entrepreneurs after participation in 

the training, because a successful business and an increased income are the best examples for 

motivating women to pay for such training. As one component of the training, a handbook, “Mar-

keting Made Easy” was developed. It is didactic and specifically adjusted to the target group’s 

educational level. Training providers who are interested in and capable of implementing the Busi-

ness Management Training Package are selected through a bidding process (tender). 

An alternative to developing specific training modules for the female target groups is to widen 

existing management training content within SED programs (which originally attracted men only) 

by incorporating gender aspects. This is also product modification. In Peru, SDC, MITINCI, GTZ 

and Swisscontact shared the objective of having an equitable participation of women and men 

within their management training programs. This led to the joint development of ‘Progestion’ 

which is a gender-oriented management training program, as shown in the following:

Demonstration

Training 
Modules

Gender 
Orientation

15
 Brendel/ Herrera/ Nuñez, 1999.
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Example 8: Gender-Oriented Business Management Training Program, SDC, 

MITINCI, GTZ, Swisscontact, Peru15

Between 1995 and 1996, several analyses of the necessities and demand of the emerging eco-

nomic sector and the supply and demand of training for women were conducted in Lima and the 

surrounding provinces. This led to the joint elaboration of a gender-oriented business manage-

ment training, Progestion, by the four agencies which all had the objective of equitable participa-

tion of women and men within their business management programs. The integration of gender 

aspects in business management training programs allows the recognition of different values, 

behavior, attitudes, roles, functions etc. between women and men and is based on the following 

elements: 

• Consideration of gender aspects in the objectives, contents, methods and 

techniques of each training session

• Incorporation of differentiated necessities between women and men in the 

design of training modules

• Training techniques which allow both women and men to identify their specific potential, 

to develop more self-confidence and security and for better comprehension and mutual 

respect within an enterprise

• Use of case studies and examples in which both women and men can identify themselves

The training content focused on the access to and the participation in markets and can be 

adjusted to meet the specific interests of the participants. The training modules are: 

1. Human Resource Development in the Enterprise 

2. Strategic Development in the Enterprise 

3. Commercial Management 

4. Management of Processes 

5. Economic and Financial Management 

   

The facilitators are a team consisting of one woman and one man, because the gender focus 

should be reflected in the composition of the staff involved in the training. Progestion can be 

applied as the entire program or as only one or a combination of modules15.

2.2.2 Technical Skills Upgrading/ Training

Another way of increasing women’s demand is to offer services which they demand and for 

which they express a strong need. For example, when asked, women themselves frequently say 

that they need inputs such as technical skills upgrading, better technology, credits, etc.

Technical training or upgrading of skills is often a prerequisite for women’s business success as 

especially start-ups, but also established business owners lack the necessary technical know-how 

involved in the practical implementation of a business idea. For example, if a woman who owns 

a bakery wants to diversify her business by selling cakes and pastries also, but only knows how to 

produce simple cakes, she needs inputs (training/ consultancy) in the elaboration of fine pastry 

in order to reach her new market. 

15
 Brendel/ Herrera/ Nuñez, 1999.
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In earlier years of SED implementation, it was common that a business development center, 

under the sponsorship of an international donor, offered not only business management services 

but also technical skills upgrading to small entrepreneurs. Technical skills training is an expensive 

business, as adequate equipment must be available. Because business development centers are 

under growing pressure to become financially sustainable by charging training fees, and custom-

ers are not able to pay these relatively high fees, business development centers have had to pull 

back from the technical course business. 

Such training is now offered by public vocational training schools. But these schools tend to 

specialize in long-term vocational training (e.g. 2 years of training for bakery/ patisserie) rather 

than in short-term upgrading courses. Since such schools already have the necessary technical 

equipment and teaching staff, they could be interesting suppliers of technical upgrading courses 

on a commercial basis. 

2.3 Networking 

Business and industry networks for women entrepreneurs are key elements in facilitating their 

access to information, technology, markets, and raw materials required in the development, sus-

tainability, or expansion of business. One of the weaknesses of women’s business organizations 

and associations, as well as of women entrepreneurs themselves, is the lack of networking. Busi-

ness and industry associations, women’s associations, and support institutions can provide sup-

port to women entrepreneurs in accessing business and industry networks at national, regional 

and international levels. 

A network can be interpreted as a group of firms or individuals that cooperate on joint projects, 

complementing each other and specializing in order to overcome common problems, achieve 

collective efficiency, and conquer markets beyond their individual reaches.

A WEP program should include the networking of women entrepreneurs and their organizations 

with banks, credit and investment institutions, and marketing facilities. 

In addition to the horizontal network (group of individuals sharing similar problems and 

having similar enterprise profiles), which is more frequently promoted within programs that pro-

mote women entrepreneurs, emphasis should also be placed on vertical networks. As can be 

seen in the next Implementing, Section 2.4 (Business Linkages), vertical networks don’t 

focus on overcoming common problems but link micro to small enterprises, or suppliers within 

the production chain to producers. 
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2.4 Business Linkages

Horizontal networks are often promoted within the framework of WEP programs. Despite 

these group-building and networking efforts among women-owned SME, these enterprises often 

remain at the lower end of the market, often lacking clear, business-oriented objectives. 

Vertical networks are less common within WEP programs. They are a step forward and link 

women-owned enterprises to interesting commercial partners, thus breaking the wall of limited 

and limiting possibilities by offering increased market opportunities. Women entrepreneurs will 

face more intense competition and will be motivated to specialize thus discovering market niches 

where they can enjoy a competitive advantage. 

Business linkages are any commercial interaction between different profit-oriented enterprises. 

They occur as enterprises seek the most efficient way of sourcing the skills, materials and serv-

ices needed to produce commercial goods. Business linkages can lead to increased production, 

product diversification, specialization and higher productivity. 

Most business linkages are in the form of supply chains comprising procurement, outsourcing, 

and/ or sub-contracting of activities between larger and smaller firms or small and micro firms. 

They can be both formal and informal. 

Linkages can be of several types and can apply to women-owned small and micro enterprises16:

Backward Linkages

Larger companies often sub-contract local SMEs to provide goods and services previously 

imported or produced in-house.

Figure 6:  Backward Linkages

Many women owners of SME lack market information, and have problems accessing markets. 

Therefore this type of linkage can be very interesting within the promotion of women entre-

preneurs. Though, for successful implementation, aspects such as meeting the required quality 

standards and having the capacity to produce the required quantities are crucial. Precondi-

tions for this are mainly the availability of adequate technology as well as management and 

technical skills. To meet the quantities of production, effective and efficient groups of SME work-
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ing together can be useful, as most likely, a single enterprise would not have the capacity to 

produce the requested quantities independently. Such horizontal linkages could involve coopera-

tion between SMEs regarding bulk purchasing of raw material or group leasing of equipment. 

Forward Linkages 

Companies contract local SMEs to distribute their products or services (e.g. under franchise) in 

distant or remote markets. 

Figure 7:  Forward Linkages

Forward linkages have the advantage that the problems frequently inherent to SMEs, such as 

low quality standards and limited capacity of production, are not the main issues, instead invest-

ments in adequate technology, in this case, investments to assure the distribution of the products 

produced by larger companies are. For example, shops and sales personnel would have to meet 

the standards required by the franchiser. This implies mainly management skills inputs for the 

SMEs. Again horizontal linkages could be favorable regarding, for example, the group rental of 

sales outlets. 

For the successful implementation of business linkages within a WEP program, the following key 

questions should be answered with ‘yes’ thus assuring certain minimum preconditions regarding 

the women entrepreneurs’ profile and environment.

« Are the women entrepreneurs aware of potential business partners?

« Are there adequate research entities to be subcontracted for conducting market research?

« Are the women entrepreneurs aware of quality standards and export procedures?

« Are there any geographical, educational, or cultural gaps between SMEs and bigger 

companies?

« Do the women entrepreneurs have access to legal, financial, and technical aspects of 

management?

« Is the infrastructure of women-owned businesses adequate?
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2.5 Empowerment

Empowerment should be considered a substantial component within strategies for the promo-

tion of women entrepreneurs. It is a comprehensive process closely related to networking (see 

Implementing, section 2.3), to information provision (see Implementing, section 2.6), 

and to strategies on the donor side (see Implementing, section 4). 

It is difficult to define empowerment in concrete terms. One definition says that empowerment is 

“the process of gaining control over the self, over ideology, and the resources which determine 

power”17. We can also say that it is a process that enables women to meet their needs and to 

defend their own interests. Some of this can be achieved without challenging existing power 

relationships but meeting needs such as access to property or changing the division of labor will 

require a change in existing social structures. 

“The end product of empowerment is the development of a personality, which is self-confident, 

which understands the processes of social interaction, economic resource allocation and has the 

power to decide, and also has enough options for choosing where to work and how one wants 

to live”18.

Thus the process of empowerment in the WEP context may be viewed in the following practical 

dimensions:

• Increasing women’s access to economic opportunities and resources, such as employment, 

credit, and technology

• Increasing women’s access to education (e.g. through training and skills upgrading)

• Increasing women’s political power (i.e. changes in women’s legal status, women’s access 

to positions of power) through women’s organizations, women’s lobby groups, and asso-

ciations 

• Creation and support of women’s groups and networks

• Awareness creation thus raising women’s consciousness about symptoms and causes 

of their constraints

• Strengthening women’s self-confidence thus enabling them to take the initiative 

and start discussions and negotiations with organizations, companies, etc. which 

are responsible for women’s inimical environment

Since women’s poverty is directly related to the absence of economic opportunity and autonomy, 

to the lack of access to economic resources (including credit, land ownership and inheritance), 

to the lack of access to education and support services, and to minimal participation in decision-

making processes, empowerment of women can contribute to the alleviation of women’s poverty.

17
 Batliwala, Srilata, 1993.

18
 Meena, Acharya, 1997.
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2.6   Information Provision

Information, information, information! This is a key for functioning markets: women entrepre-

neurs will use more services if they know more about the services and the suppliers. Service sup-

pliers will offer more demand-oriented services to female target groups if they have sufficient 

information about this segment etc. That makes information provision a transversal instrument, 

cutting through all the instruments on both, the demand and supply side. Information plays 

a crucial role because it can change patterns within societies. For example, access to market 

information can contribute to women’s involvement in more non-traditional fields. Also, for many 

service providers women are still the ‘hidden’ market segment, and market research is still neces-

sary to discover the profile, constraints, and potential of this segment (see Planning, Section 2). 

Further awareness about entrepreneurship and the adoption of an entrepreneurial culture have 

to be created among potential women entrepreneurs themselves and among young girls as 

future entrepreneurs. This can be done through media and school campaigns, exposure to role 

models, and targeted training. 

Furthermore, gender awareness is important for policy and decision makers at different levels 

of public and private institutions. Still, many support institutions are not sufficiently aware of the 

gender-specific constraints faced by women entrepreneurs and are therefore unable to address 

them adequately when providing necessary services. In order to increase gender awareness, 

national statistical agencies, women’s ministries, chambers of commerce and industry, women’s 

organizations and associations, research organizations, lobby groups, and universities should 

strive for the systematic collection and analysis of data and information on women in 

business. 

What can be done concretely to provide information? Information is necessary for different ‘key 

players’ within a WEP program, e.g. the women entrepreneurs themselves, service suppliers, as 

well as potential employers, policy makers, and even society in general.

Women entrepreneurs can be informed about available services and service providers 

through:

• Vouchers (discussed in Implementing, Section 4.1)

• Articles in newspapers and magazines

• Leaflets, flyers etc.

• Radio and/ or TV spots

• Promotion campaigns and information seminars

• Mouth-to-mouth ‘propaganda’

• Positive examples/ exposure to role models (see Implementing, Section 2.2.1)

Service suppliers can be informed about the existence and demand of women entrepreneurs 

through:

• Market research (as discussed in Planning, Section 2 and 3)

• Articles in newspapers and magazines

• Vouchers (Implementing, Section 4.1)

• Information campaigns and seminars

• Positive examples/ exposure to role models 
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Example 9: Information Provision and Awareness Creation, 

Swisscontact Sri Lanka

Swisscontact Sri Lanka places a strong emphasis on information provision and awareness crea-

tion within its WEP program. This includes awareness campaigns (organization of congresses, 

distribution of printed material such as calendars) organized in coordination with local ministries, 

international donors, vocational training schools, and industry. Awareness of programs for entre-

preneurship among women themselves in rural areas is promoted through a radio program, offer-

ing a forum for general information with questions and answers. One of the most important 

lessons learned regarding awareness creation is that such a component must be outlined for a 

longer time frame because cultural and social values are subject to change through increasing 

awareness and this can not be achieved within one or two years.
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3   Instruments to Improve 
Services for Women

After having discussed different instruments to increase women’s demand and access to services, 

we now want to see in more detail, what can be done concretely on the supply side in order 

to improve services for women and increase suppliers’ awareness and interest in female target 

groups. As shown in Figure 8, the following supply side instruments are presented: 

Figure 8:  Instruments on the Supply Side

3.1 Market Segmentation

The bigger the differences between the male and female target groups regarding criteria such 

as education, enterprise profile, etc., the more justified it is to treat the female target groups 

separately. Their demand for services will be different than men’s. In addition, since women 

are not a homogeneous target group, segmentation within the female target group is necessary 

too in order to provide adequate and demand-led services. Therefore, target group analysis, 

demand analysis and sub-sector analysis, as discussed in Planning, Sections 2, 3 and 6, are 

necessary requirements for the market segmentation.

Criteria for market segmentation can be the following:

• Sectors: Women-owned enterprises tend to be in different sectors than 

men-owned enterprises

• Size: Differentiation between micro, small, and medium-sized enterprises

• Profile of target group: Differentiation between owners of enterprises, 

employees of enterprises, start-ups, unemployed etc.

• Geographic area: Differentiation between clients in rural and urban areas
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The three-dimensional cube in Figure 9 shows criteria that can help determine the different seg-

ments within a program. Possible combinations would be, for example: to support unemployed 

women in the textile sector, support start-ups in food processing, support established women 

entrepreneurs of medium-sized businesses in the tourism sector, etc. 

Figure 9: Market Segmentation Cube

Depending on the segment chosen (see Target Group Analysis, Planning, Section 2), and 

depending on the specific demand of this segment (see Needs and Demand Analysis, Planning, 

Section 3), specific products or services must be modified or developed (see Product Modification, 

Implementing, Section 2.2) with matching pricing strategies (discussed in Implementing, 

Section 2.1.2). For example:
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Figure 10: Product/ Service Development by Sector

As can be seen in Figure 10, each client segment will demand a different product or service 

or product/ service combination. As discussed in Implementing, Section 2.2 services don’t 

necessarily have to be newly developed but can be modified to meet the specific segments’ 

demands. Also, the ability to pay for services will differ from segment to segment. Whereas, 

the established women entrepreneurs (segment 3) will be expected to pay for a course or 

consultancy in marketing techniques, the sewing courses for unemployed women (segment 1) 

will have to be co-sponsored by a donor agency or an employment office (see Implement-

ing, Section 2.1.2).

3.2 Differentiation of Products/ Services 

A service supplier frequently does not offer only one service to one client segment but nor-

mally has a range of services to offer to different client segments. The different services or 

products can be differentiated along the Product Life Cycle. The development or modification 

of new services, however, is both costly and time consuming. Therefore, it is important for the 

service provider to have other services which have already been introduced successfully to the 

market and which can financially support the development and initial lower sales of a newly 

developed or modified service. 
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The phases within a product life cycle are the following19: 

1. Innovation Stage: The organization or company develops a new service or modifies an 

existing one in order to satisfy the specific need of a certain market segment. For example, 

a consultancy company develops a new service such as ‘access to markets package’ for 

women entrepreneurs. Typically, in an innovation stage barriers to entry are high, the 

number of competitors is low, and the product is highly differentiated. 

2. Market Growth Stage: If the market accepts the service, the service enters the market 

growth stage. The supplier strives to improve the service and offer it more cheaply. At this 

point, competitors will be interested in copying the service, however, the supplier’s sales 

of the service start accelerating. As more and more competitors offer a similar product, 

product differentiation diminishes.

3. Maturity Stage: As more time passes, more clients use the service and more suppliers 

offer this kind of service. 

4. Saturation Stage: This phase is reached when demand declines. Suppliers have to start 

introducing new services or moving to new client segments. 

Figure 11: Profitability and the Product Life Cycle

If, for example, a provider offers three services which have reached the maturity stage, such as a 

private consultancy firm that profitably offers consultancy in marketing, business plan workshops, 

and market research, and the provider has identified a new market niche, business management 

workshops for women-owned micro businesses, then the development of such a new service can 

be financed (fully or at least partially) by the services which are already in the maturity stage. 

19
 Kotler, Philip, 1999.
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3.3  Capacity Building

Capacity building for partner organizations within the framework of WEP and SED programs 

is usually geared to private service suppliers, business membership organizations such as asso-

ciations and chambers of commerce, self-help organizations and, to a lesser extent, state institu-

tions. The objective of such support is to enhance the efficiency, effectiveness, and sustainability 

of these local organizations with a view to improving their services or expanding their target 

group, or in some cases even establishing new organizations or developing new networks of 

organizations. 

In Part II, Section J, the different possibilities of institutional support to different types of organi-

zations are shown.

If suppliers of business development services don’t see a profitable market niche in the 

female market segment, it is often because they focus their attention on bigger-sized (often male 

owned) enterprises or they are simply not aware of the potential demand of women entrepre-

neurs. Those suppliers who are interested in serving the female market segment, often are not 

equipped or able to make their services commercially viable to women entrepreneurs. In this 

case, support to service providers can stimulate the supply of services to such new client groups.

Sometimes, the only possibility to start the implementation of a WEP program with an existing 

local partner is to work with NGOs or other private institutions that may not necessarily have 

enough capacity to plan and manage entrepreneurial programs. But, often such organizations 

have the advantage of knowledge and have access to WEP target groups (women’s groups and 

start-ups) and have structures even in remote rural areas. 

Many self-help and business membership organizations need strong institutional sup-

port in order to be able to implement entrepreneurial programs or deliver demand-led services 

to their members. Assistance is needed in identifying opportunities for investment and/ or 

technology transfer, formulating and screening entrepreneurial project profiles and proposals, 

identifying partners, negotiating investment and technology transactions, as well as supporting 

enterprises in business management and technical skills. 

Which instruments can be used for capacity building?

Capacity building can be accomplished through:

• Guidance and advice (consultancies, technical support)

• Training (of staff and management or members [in the case of NGOs or associations])

• Financial support (co-funding of specific projects)

It is increasingly common practice that the relationship between the local organization (which 

receives institutional support) and the counterpart agency (facilitator or implementing agency) is 

‘business-like’ implying a contractual relationship and clear roles between the two partners.
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Where to build capacity?

Capacity building can focus on the following areas within organizations:

Organizational capacity: To develop a business-like vision and corporate strategy with the 

definition of a target group as client or customer. The services are offered at a price no matter 

how disadvantaged the clients are. For example:

• Support in development of marketing and pricing strategies

Managerial capacity: To ensure the continued existence of the organization based on per-

formance. For example:

• Support in shaping the organizational structure through business units and departments

• Support in staff training: management training, technical training, consulting techniques, 

didactics (training methodologies)

• Support in formulating and screening project proposals/ business ideas

• Support in implementing and monitoring projects

Technical capacity: To develop new products in response to changing needs and demand. For 

example:

• Support in staff training

• Support by participating in the investment costs for product development

Financial capacity: To develop relationships by charging fees for services, diversifying sources, 

managing to achieve economies of scale, and reducing costs. For example:

• Support in finding adequate partners (e.g. for strategic alliances)

Example 10: Why work with self-help organizations? (UNIDO Central America)

UNIDO is implementing a program called “Integrated Human Resources Development of Women 

Entrepreneurs in Food Processing in Central America”. The main target groups are women’s 

groups in remote and poor rural areas. They receive basic technical and management courses in 

order to implement simple income generating projects. Since UNIDO could not find local train-

ing and consultancy organizations capable or willing to work in these remote areas, they chose 

ecclesiastical partners for the implementation of these projects. The first step was to start with 

strong management training and support for the partner’s staff. The advantage of ecclesiastical 

partners is that they have been active in remote, poor areas for quite some time and are, there-

fore, very familiar with the plight of the target group. The disadvantage of such cooperation is 

that the Church is associated with social goals and programs, which makes the implementation 

and acceptance of such a partner in more business-oriented topics difficult. 

The example above clearly demonstrates that, the bigger the gap between the local partner’s 

core business and the donor’s objectives, the more inputs are needed to make the partner “fit” 

for the job. This is one of the reasons why the analysis and careful selection of partner organiza-

tions (discussed in Planning, Section 5) is essential in the implementation of WEP programs. 
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4   Strategies for Donors and 
Implementing Agencies to Improve 

Services Available to Women

Despite women’s growing importance in ensuring a family income as well as in the economic 

development processes as a whole, their access to support services still tends to be more of a 

donor preference than a business driven decision from suppliers’ side. 

Local partners’ reactions to donors’ gender concerns are often in response to donors’ ideas and 

are not based on their own business interests. Sometimes these partners feel overly burdened 

with donors’ political concerns, from gender and ecology, to child labor and AIDS, and they 

consequently reject such concerns altogether.

The political interest in women’s economic development within the host country, as well as a 

“women entrepreneur-friendly” macro environment are crucial pre-conditions for the implemen-

tation of WEP and gender-balanced SED programs. Donors and implementation agencies can 

contribute in this respect.

Figure 12 illustrates some of the instruments and approaches that can be used to increase 

women’s participation in SED programs and to implement WEP programs efficiently and effec-

tively.  These will be discussed below. 

Figure 12: Instruments on the Donor Side

4.1 Voucher Programs

Voucher programs were a result of the BDS guidelines, emphasizing the shift of donors’ focus 

from supporting providers of services to the development of service markets where various profit-

able private providers could ensure affordable, quality services. The voucher system is a demand-

driven model with the following objectives: 

• To increase demand for services

• To stimulate the supply of a wider variety of better quality services 

• To support the development of a sustainable market for services
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A voucher has an assigned value against which the cost of training is offset. Women entrepre-

neurs receive a voucher with a certain value, and use it plus an ‘out-of-pocket’ cash payment 

(which is the women’s own contribution), to pay the service provider (preferably a private training 

provider) for the training in question. Once the training has been completed, the service provid-

ers redeem the vouchers from the issuing organization (normally the implementing agency) for 

cash20.

The strategy is to provide information and temporary subsidies to entrepreneurs who do not com-

monly use services (e.g. women entrepreneurs, women start-ups) and to link them to suppliers 

who do not commonly serve such client segment. 

The main components of a voucher program and the sequence of steps for implementing a 

voucher system are shown in Part II, Section K.

Voucher programs are still relatively new in SED programs, therefore all the implications of this 

tool are not yet fully understood. A few pros and cons of voucher use in the context of WEP 

programs shall be discussed pointing out challenges and issues that may require special atten-

tion:

Risk: 

Vouchers reduce suppliers’ risk when delivering a product to an unknown consumer segment 

(women). They also reduce women’s risk when paying for a service they don’t commonly use. In 

this respect, they can stimulate the development of specific services, making new technologies 

and innovative educational approaches available. 

Quantity or Quality? 

While vouchers can be seen as a tool to increase the number of (female) participants in training 

courses, less evidence exists regarding the quality of training and the development of service 

suppliers (e.g. training of trainers). Voucher programs should include or be complemented by 

such components.

Sector Choice: 

Obviously, the percentage of female participants in a voucher program depends, among other 

factors, on the type of training institutes that are selected for the delivery of the training. If, for 

example, institutes that teach disciplines related to mechanics and electricity are chosen, wom-

en’s participation in courses generally remains low. The availability of vouchers leads to a large 

increase of women’s enrolment in institutes that teach skills traditional in feminine domains, such 

as hairdressing. It does not have as a great an impact on women’s enrolment in institutes that 

teach disciplines related to more growth-oriented sectors, where most students continue to be men.

Sectoral Market Diagnostic/ Labor Market Trends: 

It is important to know about different sectors’ and sub-sectors’ potential for job creation (self- 

or wage-employed) and business success. The analyses discussed in chapters 3.1.2 - 3.1.5, 

are therefore crucial within the framework of voucher programs, otherwise women continue to 

be involved in low-growth, less profitable sectors. Voucher programs should therefore be used 

in innovative and growth-oriented fields and professions which are sometimes less 

traditional for women and therefore have higher barriers of entry to women (see Planning, 

Sections 3-6).

20
 Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation, SED Issue Paper No. 5, 2000.
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Sustainability: 

There is not enough evidence yet regarding the sustainability of voucher programs. By subsidiz-

ing transactions between consumer and provider, there is evidence that the behavior of both 

becomes distorted; consumers expect lower prices and providers expect higher prices. The critical 

question is whether consumers continue to purchase the service and whether providers continue 

to provide the service after the voucher program is finished.

Why only Training? 

Vouchers are mainly used for training, but can also be used for consulting services, internships, 

and strengthening the supplier. Related literature refers only to experiences in the field of train-

ing. Within WEP programs it would be useful to develop voucher programs that focus on precise 

demand-oriented inputs like consulting and much needed supplier strengthening as well.

An example of a voucher program is presented below.

Example 11: Voucher Program, Swisscontact Bolivia

Swisscontact, within its SME-Promotion Program, has been implementing a voucher program in 

Sucre since October 2000. Although in Sucre the micro and small enterprise sector has a high 

participation of women and represents almost 100% of all companies, and although women have 

a high demand for BDS, most of these services are oriented towards sectors with high male par-

ticipation. Nevertheless, the objectives of the voucher program did not specifically focus on 

women’s demand and were the following:

• Increased market information of demanded BDS thus generating more and new BDS

• Increased competition among BDS providers thus increasing the quality of BDS and 

adjusting the supply to the demand

• Increased transparency of offered BDS thus stimulating the demand

Three types of vouchers were distributed:

• 3000 SME-vouchers to all SMEs of Sucre and surrounding areas (including men and 

women, formal and informal sectors, micro entrepreneurs and employees in all production 

and service sectors)

• 1000 vouchers oriented towards the tourism sector (for synergies with Swisscontact’s 

tourism project in Bolivia)

• 1000 ‘wish’ vouchers to all SMEs to place demand for BDS that were not available (yet) 

in the local market

From October 2000 to December 2001, out of the more than 4000 vouchers distributed, 2690 

were used for management and technical training courses in the following fields: food process-

ing, carpentry, the garment industry, accounting and finance, law and ecology, marketing, metal 

mechanics, administration, electricity, information services, and technical assistance. 

The ‘wish’ vouchers were used for courses in hairdressing and tourism. 

The results of the voucher program so far can be summarized as follows:

• Vouchers increased SMEs’ (mainly women’s) access to BDS: without vouchers, 90% 

of women entrepreneurs had not had any training before starting a business. Through 

vouchers, 55% women and 45% men used BDS
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• Vouchers increased SMEs’ information: Initially, 90% of SMEs did not know about 

the BDS offer by different suppliers or what a voucher program was. After one year, 

64% knew such information 

• Vouchers increased the variety of BDS offered

Although the objectives of this voucher program focused on the development of the BDS market 

in general, without aiming specifically to boost women’s access to BDS, one of the side results 

was a notable increase in women using BDS. This shows that a voucher program can increase 

women’s interest in and use of BDS. 

4.2  Portfolio Strategy

The portfolio approach is a mechanism that can help overcome the constraint that the supply-

side does not serve women entrepreneurs as a segment of the market. It is unrealistic to think 

that any supplier could be ‘pushed’ or ‘forced’ towards serving a certain target group that is on 

the preference list of a donor. Naturally, each service provider has specific core competencies 

and a certain service range targeted towards a specific target group. If the core competencies 

and services of a supplier are, for example, oriented towards the wood-processing sub-sector in 

a country like Chile, where men tend to be economically active, such a supplier would not see a 

natural market in women entrepreneurs.

Therefore, it is more efficient and effective for a donor or implementing agency to identify organi-

zations, which genuinely service segments of the market where women are represented. 

For example, within an entire portfolio of 12 local service suppliers or partners that cooperate 

with an implementing agency, the portfolio approach suggests identifying a certain number of 

partners (5, for example) that have the capacity and experience to serve female target groups. 

This would lead to a more focused approach, thus avoiding forcing a particular service supplier 

towards a segment it may not be capable of or interested in serving. 
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4.3 Specific Incentive Systems 
 for BDS Suppliers

Another way to increase service suppliers’ interest in target groups that they haven’t considered 

before (e.g. women entrepreneurs) is to stimulate those suppliers’ awareness and interest in 

female client segments.

Swisscontact in Nepal is applying an incentive based approach with local BDS providers to 

increase women’s demand of BDS and therefore stimulate the supply of such BDS by private 

providers, BMOs and NGOs. 

Example 12: Incentive-based Approach, Swisscontact Nepal

Swisscontact’s SED program in Nepal is pursuing the goal of improving long-term competitiveness 

of SME mainly through the development of a sustainable BDS market. The situation within the 

Nepalese BDS market at the beginning of the project can be described as follows:

• Strong market distortion caused by free services

• Very few BDS providers

 

Due to these circumstances, the market potential of BDS had to be demonstrated in order to 

get providers to take an interest in this market. This is being done through an incentive-based 

approach in which BDS providers receive a financial incentive after providing a service to an SME. 

The incentives are based on the number of customers. 

Within the specific WEP component (“Support to Women in Enterprises”), the main focus is on 

supporting BDS providers who help in the development and delivery of customised BDS to women 

entrepreneurs and build awareness for this specific market segment. BDS providers interested in 

the female market segment can become partners in the incentive based cooperation scheme. 

The incentive scheme is run with the following inputs from SC:

• Technical assistance on design/ delivery of new/ customized BDS to women

• Support in the marketing of BDS to women entrepreneurs

• Capacity building to BDS providers to enable them to deal with women entrepreneurs

• Demand analyses

• Identification/ development of profitable services to women entrepreneurs 

(such service ideas and concepts are sold to suppliers who are expected to sell 

them to women entrepreneurs)

• Awareness creation among stakeholders, networking

• Advocating and lobbying for policy issues

• Donor coordination

The main lessons learned so far are:

• Capacity building for providers is very time consuming, therefore focus on partners that only 

need assistance in the design of new services as opposed to partners lacking the general 

awareness and basic information regarding female market segments.

• Many providers don’t succeed in creating profitable market niches in specific sectors. Sector-

specific BDS need to be designed within WEP programs.
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This example is interesting because it combines two essential factors that contribute to giving 

women more access to services in enterprise development programs. First, it stimulates local 

service providers to specifically serve the female market segment, and second, it increases wom-

en’s demand of these customized services and makes female clients profitable to service providers.

4.4 Macro Level Interventions 
 (Policy Dialogue)

In SED programs it is quite common to have “policy dialogue” measures as a field of activity with 

regional or national government administrative bodies regarding laws, regulations and other 

administrative issues affecting the SME sector. This contributes to an “SME-friendlier environ-

ment”. SED programs normally aim to have an impact not only on micro, small and medium 

sized enterprises and intermediary organizations/ service suppliers, but also on the regulatory, 

legal, and macro environment.

Also in the case of WEP programs, the macro environment is crucial for the development of 

women entrepreneurs and should be an important component within such programs. With no 

consideration of the macro environment, WEP programs will have limited impact on the condi-

tions that hamper women entrepreneurs’ development. 

Although most policy dialogue interventions don’t discriminate against women entrepreneurs 

(for example, simplifying administrative procedures to start a self-owned business has a posi-

tive impact on both women and men entrepreneurs), they don’t pay specific attention to women 

entrepreneurs’ needs. Therefore, it is necessary to understand women entrepreneurs’ economic, 

regulatory, and socio-cultural environment to be able to contribute to alleviating relevant con-

straints. 

Several studies show that in many cases women’s economic development is hampered by legal, 

social, and cultural constraints that hinder them from becoming successful entrepreneurs. 

Typical Women’s Constraints on a Macro Level are the following:

• Women need legal consent from their husbands to engage in legal and financial opera-

tions

• Women lack property rights and consequently the lack of collateral excludes 

them from credit

• Women are under-represented in political decision-making positions and therefore 

have fewer channels to claim their legal rights

• Women find little social acceptance as entrepreneurs

• Women are paid less than men for doing the same job

• Women have to cope with the double role of family and business

Such constraints are frequently the subject of discussion at conferences and in various documents 

but they are less frequently a program issue in WEP or SED programs. 
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Figure 13: Women Entrepreneurs and their Environment21

As shown in Figure 13, the macro environment can be divided into two environments, a wider 

environment, which is generally not susceptible to program interventions, and an immediate 

(inner) environment, where a WEP program can contribute to change. The blue boxes contain 

areas and fields of potential intervention on a macro level in WEP programs.

Possible interventions that address the constraints mentioned in the blue boxes of Figure 13 

follow below. These can help create a more favorable environment for women entrepreneurs.

• For WEP programs that are implemented in rural areas and/ or linked with community 

development programs it would make sense to start concrete interventions on a local, 

community, or regional level. 

• Invite the administrative municipal staff that is in charge of SME development to activities 

with women entrepreneurs (e.g.: seminars, trade fairs) to increase awareness in munici-

palities for women’s situation in business.

• Provide specific training and consultancy to key administrative personnel in munici-

palities to educate them about issues and constraints affecting women entrepreneurs, 

thus motivating them to develop and implement corresponding measures and procedures 

within the municipalities.

• Provide Counseling in municipalities for the design of legal and bureaucratic measures 

that decrease the constraints for women in business.

• Support municipalities in creating a “women’s window” within the administration 

where women entrepreneurs and groups can seek advice and information. 

• Provide capacity building and organizational strengthening of women’s lobbying groups 

and local interest groups that promote women’s enterprise development.

• Support the creation and development of networks of women’s business associations, 

lobbying groups, enterprises, etc.

21
 Adjusted from: Bissegger, Peter, 2000.
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• Support in planning and implementation of regional/ national congresses or other events 

focusing on women entrepreneurs’ issues and concerns.

• Research topics relevant to the promotion of women entrepreneurs in order to support 

the policy dialogue with quantitative and qualitative data.

Such ideas go beyond the common understanding of a “policy dialogue” which is often simply 

a round-table discussion among donor agencies. Donor coordination is also important and 

works in some countries mainly for the purpose of exchanging information. In the case of WEP, 

donors and implementation agencies could go even a step further and coordinate concrete 

activities thus complementing each other’s interventions especially in times of tight WEP budgets.

Literature does not show much evidence regarding the practical implementation of concrete 

“macro level” interventions. This is surprising, taking into consideration that plenty of research 

has been published regarding social and cultural norms, legal and regulatory frameworks, and 

economic issues such as the prevailing gender division of labor, affecting women’s economic 

development. If donors and implementation agencies seriously have gender and the promotion 

of women entrepreneurs on their agenda and in their policies, this should change. 
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1   Introduction

The project cycle concludes with the regular monitoring and follow-up of the implemented WEP 

program. Different actors in SED and WEP programs have different interests, which in turn 

determine the type and scope of performance measurements that are relevant to them. For 

partner organizations performance measurement is a management tool to monitor women 

entrepreneurs’ satisfaction and to respond to changes in demand by developing new, better, or 

different services or products. For implementing agencies, however, it may be more impor-

tant to measure the institutional development and the performance of their partner organiza-

tions, whereas donors may focus their monitoring more on the WEP program’s contribution to 

broader social and economic objectives such as poverty alleviation or employment creation. 

Currently, the Committee of Donor Agencies for Small Enterprise Development is working on a 

performance measurement framework, with the objective of establishing standards for perform-

ance measurement that are relevant to BDS programs22. New monitoring approaches and a 

number of core indicators are still being field-tested. Once the results are available, these indica-

tors can be adjusted if needed and also be applicable to WEP programs. 

In the following, only a few key issues regarding monitoring are summarized and adjusted to the 

WEP program context. Part II, Section L presents detailed monitoring forms and worksheets 

for monitoring WEP programs.

Monitoring can be described as continuous observation through the systematic collection of rel-

evant data thus providing the stakeholders of a program with indicators regarding the progress 

and achievement of their objectives as well as regarding processes and impact23.

2   What to Measure?

There are different aspects of a WEP program which can or should be measured; the spectrum 

ranges from the development of the program itself, which is of course of interest to the 

donor and implementing agency, to the program’s direct and indirect effects on the target 

groups, partner organizations, and the macro environment. It is important to stress that measur-

ing implies the comparison between the before and after of an intervention. 

The situation before a project intervention can be assessed through collecting baseline data 

with the tools that were discussed in detail in A, “Planning a Program”: the assessment of the 

target groups, their demands and business ideas, the sectors they are active in, the labor market, 

and the analysis of partner organizations. The development of indicators such as sales volume, 

market share, product range and quality etc. reflect the effect of the program’s activities and 

services on the target group, in other words, the situation after program activities.

22
 Committee of Donor Agencies for Small Enterprise Development, 2001.

23
 DEZA Direktion für Entwicklung und Zusammenarbeit, Sektion Evaluation & Controlling, 2002.
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In Figure 14, aspects that can be measured within a WEP program are illustrated.  

Figure 14: Monitoring a WEP Program

 

 

           

    

The yellow fields show the areas which are measured in order to monitor the development of the 

program itself, whereas the blue fields show the areas for monitoring the impact and effects of 

the program on the target groups, partner organizations, service providers, and on the macro 

environment.
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Measuring the development of a program means, depending on the program’s objectives, 

the following:

• Measuring the outreach of program activities - number and size of women 

owned enterprises reached

• Measuring the cost-effectiveness of program activities

• Measuring the sustainability of BDS supplier institutions/ partner organizations

• Measuring the market development (in the case that a WEP program’s strategic focus 

is on women’s access to BDS markets) 

Depending on the program’s objectives, the effects and impact on the partner organiza-

tions (women’s associations, groups) can be investigated by:

• Measuring the number of members

• Measuring the amount of collective sales, market share

• Measuring the quality of services

• Measuring the cost coverage of services

For a detailed worksheet with key questions and corresponding indicators for measuring the 

development of a program, see Part II, Section L.1. 

Depending on the program’s objectives, the effects and impact on service providers are inves-

tigated by:

• Measuring the number of services provided to women entrepreneurs

• Measuring the quality of services provided to women entrepreneurs

• Measuring the turnover from sales of services to women entrepreneurs

Depending on the program’s objectives, the effects and impact on the target group can 

be investigated by:

• Measuring change in business results (turnover, profit, market share, etc.)

• Measuring women’s control over income 

• Measuring women’s access to and demand for services

• Measuring indirect results such as alleviation of business environment constraints

Detailed monitoring forms and worksheets for measuring effects and impact on the target 

groups, partner organizations and service providers can be found in Part II, Sections L.2 - L.5. 

These forms are of general character and can be adjusted to suit local conditions.
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3. How to Measure?

The specific monitoring instrument and its timing varies according to what will be monitored, 

selected activities or services, the effects on user groups, or a program as a whole. For exam-

ple, certain activities within a program can be monitored on a monthly basis by comparing 

the planned with the achieved results. An entire program is more likely to be monitored on a 

semester or yearly basis, supplemented by impact studies and evaluations in selected fields 

of observation that extend over a cycle of several years.

WEP programs don’t necessarily need “new” monitoring techniques and instruments, existing 

SED program monitoring forms can be amended to reflect the gender dimension.

Monitoring contributes to the controlling and steering of processes and their results. The main 

precondition for monitoring is that it be implemented in a systematic and regular way. In 

order to achieve this, it must be clarified in advance that financial and human resources are 

available for such monitoring. Monitoring instruments must be adjusted to the financial and 

human resources available.

Whatever model for monitoring is chosen, it is important to implement it on a regular basis, 

starting with a baseline analysis at the beginning of the project and observing the development 

over time. The systematic gathering of data during the project cycle means the creation of a 

database. 

Furthermore, the development of standard definitions for terms such as firm size (micro, 

small, and medium sized company) or location (rural or urban) and for accounting terms such 

as self financing ratio is important in order to have a basis for comparison between partner 

organizations and programs as well. In order to compare the performance of target groups, 

partners or entire programs in an objective way, bias from the impact assessor or the measure-

ment technique should be avoided.

Monitoring can rely on both quantitative and qualitative indicators. The more quantitative 

and precise the indicators are, the easier it becomes to monitor them. This follows the trend that 

practitioners are developing tighter program logframes - the logical series of events by which 

program strategies produce results - and developing tighter performance measurement indica-

tors and tighter systems based on these logframes.

In the following, a few selected guidelines for evaluating and controlling programs are pre-

sented. They are of general character and can also be applicable to WEP programs24:

• Share values: Cooperation with local organizations implies agreement upon common 

objectives, strategies, mutual performance outputs, risks, and success factors. This is com-

monly done with a project document and a cooperation agreement. An example of an 

outline for a project document, establishing such issues, can be found in Part II, Section 

L.5.1. Mutual respect, sensibility, and realistic appraisals are essential for partnerships.

24 
DEZA Direktion fuer Entwicklung und Zusammenarbeit, Sektion Evaluation & Controlling, 2002.
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• Participatory approach: Taking the viewpoints of the various stakeholders in programs 

into account helps to make programs more effective.

• Define roles and responsibilities: For the achievement of common objectives within 

partnerships, the clear definition of mutual roles and respective fields of responsibilities 

is essential. (See the outline of a project document, Part II, Section L.5.1)

• Capacity building for partners: Monitoring helps local partner organizations to docu-

ment results, to learn from processes and their results and to steer their activities accord-

ingly. This contributes to the partners’ organizational development. (See Implementing, 

Section 3.3).

• Keep it simple: Good monitoring means tracking few important key indicators.

Key questions for deciding how to monitor can be the following:

« What is the relationship between expenditure/ time and return (cost and benefit) in 

monitoring? 

 Sometimes the time spent and the financial efforts of monitoring exceed the actual return 

from it. This should be avoided.

« What sort of data achieved through monitoring do we really need for steering the 

program? 

 Too much data can be confusing. A focus on few specific key data facilitates the controlling 

and steering of a program.

« Are we able to process all the data obtained through monitoring? 

 The quantity of data must be processable by available staff, otherwise the data is worth-

less.

« Are we consequent regarding inducing changes in the program if the monitoring shows 

negative or little program progress?

 The entire monitoring process only makes sense if there is willingness to make changes 

within the program if monitoring indicates no or slow progress.

« Are our partners monitoring their projects and activities? 

 It should not only be the international organization in charge of monitoring (watch dog!), 

it should also be in the local partners’ own interest to monitor their own processes and 

projects.

« How can we collect impact data from informal sector firms, and, if such data is col-

lected, how can we attribute changes within the informal firm to a specific project 

intervention? 

 This is still one of the main challenges that practitioners are grappling with. The research 

currently conducted by the Donors’ Committee is addressing this issue.
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An example of some simple instruments and project management procedures for moni-

toring a program’s services and activities implemented by partner organizations can be sum-

marized as follows25:

• Regular and on-time delivery of reports from the partner

• Revision and processing of the reports from partners regarding content and financial 

situation of project

• Comparison of project development with action plan defined in project document 

• Visits (scheduled and spontaneous) to partner organizations

• Visits to partners’ activities within common project in order to check on the practical 

implementation

• Standardized monitoring sheets

If the project development is different than planned, the following steps should be taken:

• Detection and identification of deviation/ discrepancy

• Analysis of causes for deviation

• Reaction to causes (proposal for problem solution)

• Time plan

• Definitions of responsible staff

• Problem solution together with partner organization

Reader friendly documentation, in terms of pages and content, is as important as monitoring 

and should, in fact, result from regular monitoring, or, be the end product of monitoring. Prac-

tice-oriented documentation, outlining not only the problems and constraints but showing exam-

ples of positive program developments and their key elements and strategies for success, are 

important in the case of WEP programs. With these, other practitioners have access to informa-

tion and can emulate successful WEP elements.

In addition, benchmarking can be used as a complementary monitoring instrument. Bench-

marking means comparing our program with other programs with similar objectives, means, 

and framework conditions in order to better judge our own undertaking. Benchmarking can be 

related to results, processes, and effects, but it is most often used to compare results based on 

similar aims and internal performance procedures. Benchmarking has the advantage that one 

looks up from one’s own plate and learns from others’ experience.

Within all models, due to common budget limitations, priorities have to be set by the program 

management. They have to decide what to measure (for example program development or 

impact on the target groups) depending on the main purpose and objectives of the program and 

on the main interests of the program’s major stakeholders.

25
 Gelhaar/ Schmidt, 1998.
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Summary

All the above-mentioned strategies and instruments are strongly linked to each other and are 

important in the successful planning and implementation of WEP programs, though their degree 

of importance may vary according to local conditions. The key elements are careful planning, 

step-by-step program implementation, and ongoing monitoring.

Because local institutions carry out most WEP program interventions, it is necessary to strengthen 

local capacity to deliver the required support services to women entrepreneurs. It is also impor-

tant to support self-confident women entrepreneurs through empowerment, by creating aware-

ness and by giving women access to and control over income. This in conjunction with the pursuit 

of measures that contribute to a more women entrepreneur-friendly environment will help pro-

grams to have a more integrated approach. Such an approach also involves accompanying 

partner organizations and their female target groups from the first project idea to the final result 

with regular monitoring and subsequent follow up measures, thus completing the project cycle.

As long as women entrepreneurs are still considered to be a ‘new’ target group in SED, it is 

important that programs demonstrate success to women themselves, to the suppliers of services, 

and to donors as well. Such proof of success can stimulate further actions with women. For 

example, the first credit lines offered to women and women’s groups showed positive results in 

terms of their high repayment rate. This encouraged many donors and micro-finance institutions 

to offer credit lines to women. The more concrete the results of WEP programs, the higher the 

effect of such proof.

By following the steps outlined herein, WEP programs can produce meaningful outcomes such 

as sustainable female employment and successful women entrepreneurs, thus contributing to the 

alleviation of female poverty.
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Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC)

Employment and Income Division 

Our mission

Employment, income and secure wealth creation are important conditions for effective action 

against poverty. The private sector drives economic growth and job creation, while the govern-

ment’s task is to ensure good framework conditions, a sound economic policy, and “pro-poor”-

economic growth. We work to ensure that economic growth benefits the poorest sections of the 

rural and urban population. Strong private and public institutions and organizations are essential 

to create and maintain jobs.

The Employment and Income Division of SDC provides advice and expertise to assist the opera-

tional divisions and project staff in carrying out these tasks in countries of the South and the East.

We offer...

• Networking of specialist knowledge in income generation and job creation in the areas 

of private sector and small-business promotion, vocational training, financial services, 

rural-income generation, and agricultural marketing

• Assistance in elaborating evaluations, devising country programs, or planning 

projects and programs

• Methodological assistance including working aids, guidelines, and “tools”

• Drawing on experience in the areas above

• Targeted advice in the search for advanced training opportunities

• Contact with main players and centres of excellence in national and  international 

cooperation in the fields above

• Access to websites specialized in the subjects above
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Introduction

This manual provides orientation, practical examples, and concrete instruments to professionals who
implement women entrepreneur development programs.

The manual is divided into two parts:

The first part, Guidelines,  focuses on strategies and tools along the project cycle regarding the
planning, implementation and monitoring of WEP programs. These strategies and tools were
elaborated by synthesizing instruments already used by different organizations (SDC, Swisscontact,
ILO, UNIDO, GTZ, Intercooperation) or by adjusting existing instruments of current SED programs to
meet the specific requirements within WEP-programs.

The second part, Toolkit,  presents concrete worksheets and forms to practitioners who want to use
the tools mentioned in Part I for all three stages of the project cycle, planning, implementation or
monitoring. Due to the complexity of the topic itself and to the diversity of the content and context of
WEP programs, this manual does not provide a form for every occasion. The forms and worksheets
were designed instead, to be general outlines, which can be adjusted to meet the specific
circumstances of a particular project. They are useful tools and can help practitioners develop
meaningful and replicable instruments for the management of WEP programs

This manual has been written under the backstopping mandate for small enterprise development
(BSM SED) implemented by Intercooperation on behalf of the Swiss Agency for Development and
Cooperation (SDC). Intercooperation is a Swiss foundation for international development cooperation
with thematic domains of natural resources management, rural economy, local governance and civil
society.

The CD-ROM and further information can be obtained from:
Intercooperation, P.O. Box 6724, CH 3001 Bern, Switzerland;
sed.bsm@intercooperation.ch; SED website: www.intercooperation.ch/sed

Published by:
The Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC),
Employment and Income Division
Freiburgstrasse 130, CH 3003 Bern, Switzerland
www.sdc.admin.ch/themes
 SDC, January 2003

Author Claudia Ulrike Gminder
Layout  GeoneX; www.geonex.ch
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Acronyms

BDC Business Development Centre

BDS Business Development Services

BMO Business Membership Organization

CV Curriculum Vitae

DACUM Develop a Curriculum

GTZ Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer Technische Zusammenarbeit
(German Agency for Technical Co-operation)

ID Institutional Development

ILO International Labour Organization

MITINCI Ministerio de Industria, Turismo, Integración y Negociaciones
Comerciales Internacionales

MSME Micro, small and medium-sized Enterprises

ME Micro Enterprise

NGO Non-Government Organization

OS Organizational Strengthening

PO Partner Organization

SC Swisscontact (Swiss Foundation for Technical Cooperation)

SDC Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation

SED Small Enterprise Development

SME Small and Medium-sized Enterprises

SMEP Small and Medium-sized Enterprise Promotion

UNIDO United Nations Industrial Development Organization

VET Vocational Education and Training

WEP Women Entrepreneur Promotion
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Document type Worksheet

Reference to Part I Planning: 2

Title A Basic Content of Gender-Differentiated 
Target Group Analysis

Focus Target group analysis

Use Questionnaire to be filled in by men and women entrepreneurs

In order to find out the exact profile of the target group(s) within a SED program where women
entrepreneurs are not a specific target group but mainstreamed within the project activities, all the
following questions must be asked regarding both women and men entrepreneurs. In the case of
specific WEP programs where only women entrepreneurs are the target group, obviously the
questions focus on information regarding the female target group(s) only. Therefore, the following
outline and the worksheets in Section C and D can be used for both SED and WEP programs.
In the case of their application within SED programs where both women and men are the target
groups, the gender differentiation simply has to be added. Such gender differentiation is highlighted
in the following questionnaires in blue markers.

A detailed target group analysis covers the following four aspects, at least:

Demographic profile of women entrepreneurs
(men and women entrepreneurs)

§ Age
§ Marital status
§ Family background
§ Education background

Business information
(existing state of women owned businesses [respectively men and women owned
businesses], such as:)

§ financial issues
§ marketing issues
§ production issues
§ organizational issues

Gender aspects
positive and negative factors faced by women entrepreneurs when starting/ running an entrepreneurial
activity, such as:

§ (men and women entrepreneurs)
§ family support
§ access to/ control over credit, land, and other material resources
§ public and other support structures

Motivational factors, socio-cultural barriers, and entrepreneurial competencies
of women entrepreneurs, such as (men and women entrepreneurs):

§ behavioral/ role/ social or cultural barriers for starting/ running an entrepreneurial activity
§ ways of coping with such barriers
§ traditional leadership structures and women’s and men’s roles within these structures
§ access to education/ business support according to gender
§ decision-making and division of labor (women/ men) within the household and within the

entrepreneurial activity
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Document type Worksheet

Reference to Part I Planning: 2/ 4

Title B Worksheet with Key Business-Related 
Questions for Target Group Analysis

Focus Business-related questions

Use Questionnaire to be filled in by women entrepreneurs

What is the educational level of the target group?

Female / Male Formal
schooling in
years

Management
knowledge

Technical
skills

Working experience Awareness
of need for
training

What type of entrepreneurial activity is the target group involved in?

Size* Category** Rural Urban Number of
employees

male
female

Sub-sector

*     Size – indicate as follows:

§ Survivalist (S)
§ Micro (Mi)
§ Small (Sm)
§ Medium (Me)

**  category – indicate as follows;

§ owner male/ female
§ Retail (R)
§ Service (S)
§ Manufacturing (M)
§ Construction (C)
§ Transport (T)
§ Agriculture (A)
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Worksheet with Key Business-Related Questions for Target Group Analysis Page 2

How can the entrepreneurial activity be classified?

Artisan-income
generating/
subsistence

Artisan low capital
accumulation

Consolidated
micro or small
enterprise

Other classifi-
cation (Specify
below)

Legal aspects

When was the entrepreneurial activity founded and how many owners are there?

Year of foundation:    …….. ……………………………………………………

Number (.......) and name(s) of owner(s):

…….. ………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………

What were the financial resources for starting the entrepreneurial activity?

Own assets Bank loan Loan from family/ friends Others (please specify)

What are the current sources for financing the entrepreneurial activity?

Income from business Other economic
activities

Own assets Others (please specify)

What were/ are the motives for starting the entrepreneurial activity?

Economic
need

Utilization
of experi-
ence

Utilization
of skills

Spouse’s
interest

Spouse’s
support

Social
prestige

To
support
family

To keep
busy

Others
(please
specify)

How is the performance of the entrepreneurial activity?

No. of end
products pro-
duced (annual)

No. of end
products sold
(annual)

Sales revenue
(annual)

Total costs
(annual)

Investments
(annual)

Gross Profit
(annual)
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Worksheet with Key Business-Related Questions for Target Group Analysis Page 3

What are the risks of the entrepreneurial activity?

Economic situation
of country

Unemployment
situation of country

Social situation of
country

Political situation
of country

Other (please
specify)

What are the constraints of the entrepreneurial activity?

Lack of
business
advice

Lack of
training

Lack of
knowledge/
info

Lack of
access to
markets/
clients

Strong
competition

Lack of
access to
credit

Other
(please
specify)

What are the key success factors of the entrepreneurial activity?

Quality
products

Customer care Fast service Good
marketing

Wide product
range

Others (please
specify)

What services are required to improve the development/ economic success of the
entrepreneurial activity?

Counseling Business plan
preparation

Technical information
services

Training

Marketing Management

Production Marketing

Organization Technical

Accounting Other (specify)

Taxation

Finance

Other
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Document type Worksheet

Reference to Part I Planning: 2

Title C Worksheet with Key Socio-Cultural 
Questions for Target Group Analysis

Focus Socio-cultural/ gender-related issues affecting women
entrepreneurs1

Use Questionnaire to be filled in by women entrepreneurs

Personal Information

1. Name:  ……………………………………………………………………………………….

2. Address: ……………………………………………………………………………………….

(Further questions optional)

3. How old are you?

q under 20

q 20-29

q 30-39

q 40-49

q 50-59

q over 60

4. Are you:

q married

q single

q separated

q divorced

q widowed

5. What is the highest level of education you have completed?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

6. Do you have any children?

q yes

q no

If yes, please indicate the number and age of your children:

Number 1 2 3 4 5 6

Age

                                                          
1 Adapted from: Adhikary, Deepak, Rai, Amrit and Rajaratnam, Bala, 1999.
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7. How many people live in your household?   ………………………………

8. Who provides the main financial support of your household and what is his/ her
occupation?

main financial support Occupation

you

your husband

your son(s)

your daughter(s)

your brother(s)

your sister(s)

your parents

your relatives

others

Business Information

1. What is the name of your business:    …….. ……………………………………………………

2. What type of business do you have?

q service

q retail

q manufacturing

q other

3. How many people are employed by or active in your business?

Paid workers Number Average
Salary

Family workers Number Average
salary

Skilled Skilled

Unskilled Unskilled

Administrative Administrative

4. What product or service does your business supply?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

5. How long have you been operating this business?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Worksheet with Key Socio-Cultural Questions for Target Group Analysis Page 2
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Worksheet with Key Socio-Cultural Questions for Target Group Analysis Page 3

6. What is the technology level within your business?

q automatic

q semi-automatic

q electric

q hand-tools

7. If you are married, how does your marriage affect your business? Does your spouse
support you in your business?  Please explain.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

8. Who is the main decision maker in your business?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

9. Is your business activity traditional for women in your region?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

10. Do you feel you have a disadvantage because you are a woman?

q yes

q no

11. If yes, why and which gender specific constraints do you face in your business?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

12. Do you think that men have fewer business-related problems than you do?

q yes

q no

13. If yes, why?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

14. Are you affiliated with a network?

No ……………….         If yes, which:  ………………………………………………………………………..
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Worksheet with Key Socio-Cultural Questions for Target Group Analysis Page 4

15. Do you think a network can help/ has helped you overcome problems in your business?

If yes, please specify how   ………………………………………………………………….………………….

If no, please specify why not         …………………………………………………….……………………….

16. Do you know any support institutions that offer services for business development?

no ……………………………………

If yes, which institutions:               …………………………………………………………..………………….

17. If yes, have you ever used/ purchased such services?

If yes, please specify reasons and results:    ………………………………………..………………………..

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

If no, please specify reasons:    ……………………………………………………………..………………….

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

Optional: additional business-related questions can be included from the Worksheet in Section B.
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Document type Worksheet

Reference to Part I Reference to Tendering in Planning: 5.2

Title D Partner Selection Process through 
Open Competitive Bidding (Tendering)

Focus Selection of partner organizations 2

Use Instructions for the project for organizing a tender

RATIONALE

The selection of a business partner in the private sector is a very important step in all projects. Some
of the procedures used are:

1. Approaching well-known organizations
2. Door-to-door visits of organizations (mainly in rural areas)
3. Publishing an invitation to organizations to participate in an “Open Competitive Bidding” process.

The last procedure, open competitive bidding, is a proven instrument and is standard practice in many
SED programs. It is also used increasingly in WEP programs. It is a systematic and objective method
used to select partner organizations and leads to a more dynamic partner composition. It also reflects
a more business-like approach of donors and implementation agencies.

STEPS

The following four steps are generally followed in open bidding processes3:

STEP 1: Informing

To inform prospective bidders about an opportunity to participate in programs to support SMEs/
women entrepreneurs, an announcement should be published in the host country’s national/ local
newspapers inviting organizations to make a bid in the “Open Competitive Bidding” process. In
addition, an information seminar can be conducted. Existing partners should also be informed in order
to give them the opportunity to participate too. The “Open Competitive Bidding” package should
include detailed information about the requirements to be fulfilled by the bidders. If, for example the
bidding process will be used to select providers of a certain type of training, bids should be requested
to contain the following information:

§ information about the bidder
§ training program, foreseen participants and further explanations
§ course format
§ training schedule
§ budget of the project
§ application for aside assistance
§ training course promotion strategy

Allow about 4 weeks from the advertisement date to the deadline for bid submissions.

                                                          
2 Adapted from: Adhikary, Deepak, Rai, Amrit and Rajaratnam, Bala, 1999.
3 Adapted from: Swisscontact Nepal, 1999.
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Partner Selection Process through Open Competitive Bidding (Tendering) Page 2

STEP 2: Pre-selecting

Once all of the bids have been received, bidders should be pre-selected based on certain criteria and
informed. Main criteria to be fulfilled can include:
§ Valid registration
§ General organizational data
§ Proposed project
§ Serving a certain target group (in the case of WEP, for example, women entrepreneurs)
§ Available and delivered services
§ Overall outlook of the organization and tentative program during the stipulated period
§ Details about engaged personnel
§ Budget, audited balance sheet and profit and loss statement.

This step usually requires 2 weeks to complete.  

STEP 3: Selecting

To select partners, the pre-selected organizations should be visited and open points with regards to
the proposals should be verified. Special importance should be given to the people in such
organizations (especially the management), the internal systems, the capacity to deliver, and the
quality of the offered services (ideally, observing the delivery of service). A checklist can help to
assess the organizations. The choice of partner(s) is normally made within a committee and the
bidders are informed accordingly.

This step usually requires 3 weeks.

STEP 4: Contracting

Cooperation agreements are worked out with the selected partner(s) and a tentative time schedule of
program activities/ project documents and/ or business plan is established.

This last step usually requires 3 weeks.
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E Analysis and Selection of Partner Organizations

Document type Questionnaires

Reference to Part I Planning 5.2

Title E.1. Key Questions for the Analysis of 
Partner Organizations (General) 4

Focus Institutional analysis of partner organizations

Use Questionnaire to be filled in by women entrepreneurs

1) What is the partner’s main reason for wanting to implement the project?

2) Does the partner identify sufficiently with the concept underlying the project and its objectives?

Does the partner organization share our vision?

What are its basic values? How does it perceive its role in society?

3) Are the interests on sides, donor/ implementation agency and partner,
clearly spelled out and understood?

4) How is the steering mechanism of the partner organization?
(Composition and role of the board of directors, management style etc.)

5) How is the relationship of the partner with the target group of the envisaged cooperation?

How do they communicate?

Does the partner organization have the knowledge of the target groups’ main concerns?

How “close” to the target group is the partner organization?

6) Would the partner organization be in a position to represent the interests of the users group?

Would this be required?

Is the partner organization politically independent?

Is it necessary?

7) Have the competence and the capacity of the partner organization been assessed
for the implementation of the envisaged co-operation?

Are they adequate for the project implementation?

Are additional inputs needed? Which?

8) Is the partner organization in a position to lead and manage the implementation of the project?
(Have “ownership” of the project)

Are the responsibilities of the partner organization and the donor/ implementation agency
clear
and understood?

9) What will be the partner’s contribution in the project?  (human and financial resources)

Is there scope that the partner’s (financial) share in the project will increase in the following
years?

Does the partner endeavor to become financially self-sufficient?

10) Were the objectives and the expected results of the project worked out in a participatory
process and have they been clearly defined?

11) Does the partner organization show initiative, readiness to learn, openness for innovation?

12) Does the partner already have an established network of resource persons and institutions?

13) What is the “public image” of the partner organization?

How is it locally integrated?

What kind of relationship does it have with the government?

                                                          
4 Adapted from: Swisscontact, HIF-Fachkoordination, unpublished.
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Key Questions for the Analysis of Partner Organizations (General) Page 2

14) Does the partner maintain a transparent management system? (e.g. objectives, expected
results, activities, organization, resources, monitoring, evaluation, and reporting instruments,
audit)

Is the partner’s management system sufficiently “compatible” with our instruments?  (in view
of establishing a result-oriented cooperation contract and monitoring processes)

15) Does the partner consciously promote a greater involvement of women?

16) To what degree can the partner organization pay attention to the protection of the
environment?
(Within the range of the partner’s possibilities)

17) Are there other organizations that could be potential partners?

What are the comparative advantages of selecting this particular partner?

18) Does the envisaged partner organization receive support from another donor?

Are other projects currently being executed by the partner organization?

19) If required and/ or requested, is the donor/ implementation agency in a position to offer to
the partner sufficient support in institutional and organizational development?

Would the future cooperation increase the partner’s likelihood of getting contracts with other
“customers” or “donors”?

20) Is the independence of both parties (partner and donor/ implementation agency) respected
in the proposed cooperation?

21) Do we have a “good feeling” about the partner organization, the proposed project,
and the staff involved, in particular?
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E Analysis and Selection of Partner Organizations

Document type Questionnaires

Reference to Part I General, Planning: 5.2

Title E.2 Key Questions Relating to the 
Envisaged Project (General)5

Focus Project analysis of partner organizations

Use Questions to be answered by project staff during selection process

a) Have the products (or services, skills, etc.) which are required as well as the absorption
capacity of the (labor) market been researched?

b) What will be the impact of the project on general development goals such as employment,
poverty alleviation etc.?

c) Which wanted and unwanted effects might the project have on the users group?

d) Is there a risk that donor’s/ implementation agency’s support will create an unfair competition
with groups not participating in the project?  (e.g. risk of creating a conflict of interest)

Do such groups incur the risk of having their economic situation deteriorate?

e) Is there a risk that the project will create a dependency of the partner on external financial
support?

f) Have socio-cultural and political factors been taken into consideration while designing the
project?
(E.g. social security, female discrimination, minimum wages, laws on child labor, job security,
etc.)

g) Is the project adapted to local technical possibilities, knowledge, and patterns of behavior?

h) Is there potential that the project could be replicated with the same or with another partner,
in the same or in another sector or location?

i) Are there some indications that government policy and the working environment would become
more conducive in the near future, allowing for efficient implementation of the proposed project?

j) Has the envisaged project been done by other organizations before?

What lessons did they learn?

                                                          
5 Adapted from: Swisscontact, HIF-Fachkoordination: «Instrument Card Selection of Partner Organizations».
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E Analysis and Selection of Partner Organizations

Document type Questionnaire

Reference to Part I Planning: 5.2

Title E.3 Gender-Sensitive Key Questions
for Assessing SED/ WEP Partner 
Organizations 6

Focus Gender sensitivity of partner organization

Use Questions to be answered by project staff during selection process

Criteria Key Questions

Ownership:
Who is in control?

§ Who is the owner of the organization (man or woman)?

§ Is the manager the owner of the organization?

§ Who makes decisions: manager, board, or external party?
(men or women)

Organization’s
background?
Clarity about roles
and relationships:
business-like?

§ Does the organization have a business or non-business
background (e.g. social development/ humanitarian)?

§ Do staff members regard themselves as a business or an
assistance program?

§ Do clients regard the organization as a business?

§ Does the organization have a transactional relationship with
clients?

§ Does organization have a ‘mixed’ relationship with clients,
e.g. credit with BDS, non-commercial activities with BDS etc.?

Offer:
Core competence and
products/services
project proposal

§ Can the organization identify what its core competence offer to
women entrepreneurs (and other segments of women target
groups) is?

§ Is the organization able to differentiate itself from competitors
(skills, products, services, etc.)?

§ What does the organization think women entrepreneurs get from
the services it provides (solutions/ benefits formulated in project
proposal)?

§ Who, precisely, are its clients (men or women)?
What is its market niche?

§ Is the target group for the project described and broken down
in detail?

§ Are the objectives, expected results, and activities defined
precisely (quantifiable indicators) and planned in line with the
interests, needs, and demands of the target group (men or
women)?

                                                          
6 Adapted from: Swiss Agency for Development and Coooperation, SED-Issue Paper no.5, 2000.
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Gender-Sensitive Key Questions for Assessing SED/ WEP Partner Organizations Page 2

Criteria Key Questions

Staff:
business-like?
gender-aware?

§ Does key staff have direct SME experience?

§ Does key staff have direct gender experience?

§ What is the staff’s background (education, profession etc.)?

§ Does staff have a clear understanding of the benefits that they
deliver to women entrepreneurs?

§ Is remuneration performance-based?

§ Are key people flexible, managerial, and open to change?

§ How many women/ men are in decision-making positions within
the organization?

§ Are there female trainers/ consultants in the organization?

Resources and Capacity:
viability or sustainability

§ Does organization have the appropriate skills, people, and facilities
to deliver services sustainably? Are inputs needed? Which?

§ Can the organization finance capacity from client revenues?
To what percent?

§ How much is the total cost of the project proposed and
how much is the partner willing/ able to take over?

§ What are the different sources of income for the organization?

§ Are the main clients women or men entrepreneurs and/ or
other donor projects?

§ Are financial projections realistic?

Systems:
Measuring performance

§ Can the money use, staff time, etc. be assessed through
financial controls?

§ How are pricing decisions made?

§ Is client feedback captured? How is it utilized?
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Document type Worksheet

Reference to Part I Planning: 6.1

Title F Worksheet for Gender-Differentiated 
Sector Analysis

Focus Distribution of women and men according to sectors

Use To be filled by project staff and combined with worksheet G
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Formal sector
trade

services

health/ social work

education related

construction

public administration

agriculture

metal, machinery

furniture

textile

food-processing.

modern technologies
(please specify, which)
...........................................
...........................................
...........................................
others (please specify)
...........................................
...........................................

Non-formal sector
(specify sectors)
.....................................
.....................................
.....................................
.....................................
.....................................

Unemployment rate: (men:.....%, women:.....%, total: ......%)
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Document type Questionnaire

Reference to Part I Planning: 6.2

Title G Key Questions for Gender-
Differentiated Sub-Sector Analysis 7

Focus

Use

1.  Main characteristics of the sub-sector:

§ What are the main operations or functions within the sub-sector?

§ Who and how many are the main participants within the sub-sector? (number of male/ female
workers, number of women/ men entrepreneurs)

§ What are the technologies mainly used within the sub-sector?

§ What are the distribution or marketing systems used within the sub-sector?

§ What are the product flows and production relationships within the sub-sector and others?

§ What are women’s/ men’s main functions within the sub-sector?

§ What are women’s/ men’s income from different operations within the sub-sector?

2. Working environment in the sub-sector:

§ How does the regulatory and institutional environment affect women/ men entrepreneurs and
female/ male workers in the sub-sector?

§ What are the raw material and product prices?

§ What are the labor regulations within the sub-sector and their consequences for men/ women?

§ What are the socio-cultural norms within the sub-sector and their implications for men/
women?

3. Dynamics/ growth within the sub-sector:

§ What are the women/ men entrepreneurs’ constraints and opportunities regarding market
demand?

§ How dynamic is technological change within the sub-sector?

§ How profitable are different niches within the sub-sector?

§ What are growing niches within the sub-sector?

§ What are the risks and entry barriers for women/ men entrepreneurs?

                                                          
7 Adapted from: Chen, Martha Alter,. 1996.
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Document type Outline for questionnaires

Reference to Part I Planning: 7

Title H General Outlines for Questionnaires 
Regarding Labor Market Analysis

Focus Design of labor market survey

Use Instructions for project staff

Labor market analyses should give information about the supply and demand for work within a certain
region. Different key players within the labor market can provide such information:

A labor market analysis should provide information about the skills that are required to obtain a job in
each relevant sector. In an ideal labor market, the demand for work matches the supply. Since this is
seldom the case, we should investigate the following:

§ What skills, experience, and education do employers generally expect from their male and
female employees and workers?

§ Do male and female workers and employees and the unemployed match these expectations?

§ What is the capacity of specific sectors and/or sub-sectors to absorb male and female
employees?

§ What are the working conditions offered to men and women within the sector and/or sub-
sector (wages, working hours etc.)?

§ How many new enterprises have been registered in which sectors and sub-sectors in the last
two years?

§ How many enterprises have been registered bankrupt in which sectors/ sub-sectors in the last
two years?

If the main objective of a WEP program is that unemployed women find self- or wage employment,
both the main characteristics of unemployed women (their skills, job experience, education etc.) and
the niches in the labor market must be investigated.

In the following, general outlines for questionnaires8 to different key players in the labor market are
presented.

                                                          
8 Adapted from Swisscontact Nizhny Novgorod, 2001.

Labor
Market

Employers: private
enterprises (large
and MSME)

Employers: state
enterprises

Workers,
employees

Unemployed

Supply Demand

Recruitment
agencies (as
facilitators)
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a) Questionnaire Outline for Unemployed Women

1.  Personal data:

§ Name: ……………………………………………………………………

§ Date and place of birth: ……………………………………………………………………

§ Family status: ……………………………………………………………………

§ Number of children: ……………………………………………………………………

§ Address: 
……………………………………………………………………

2.  Education:

§ Years at school: ……………………………………………………………………

§ Further education (technical college, university etc.)/ years and achieved degree:

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

§ Professional training (years and degree): ……………………………………………………………

§ Qualification improvement courses: ………………………………………………………….

§ Language knowledge:                     ……………………………………………………………………

§ Additional professional knowledge and skills (PC skills, driving license, etc)

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

3.  Professional activity – information about the 3 last working places:

Period 1

month/year..... month/year

Period 2

month/year..... month/year

Period 3

month/year..... month/year

Name of Organization

Position

Responsibilities

Monthly Income

Reasons for Leaving

4.  Search for work - description of desirable jobs, positions:

§ position, functions: ……………………………………………………………………

§ desirable salary: ……………………………………………………………………

§ desirable work schedule: ……………………………………………………………………

§ geographical flexibility: ……………………………………………………………………
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§ What are the main problems that you face when looking for a job?
What assistance do you need?

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

§ What targets do you set for yourself for the coming 2-5 years? What obstacles do you think
you may can be confronted with while reaching your targets?

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

§ In which sphere you would like to improve your qualifications? (accounting, sales,
marketing, crediting, advertising, logistics, PR, financial management, etc.)

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

§ Do you need psychological support from employment specialists? Why?

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

§ What will the attitude of your family be towards your future employment?

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

§ What percentage of your family budget will your future income constitute?

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

§ If you had such a choice would you prefer to work or to stay home? Why?

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

§ Would you like to start your own business? Why?

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

§ If yes, what prevents you from doing it?

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

§ What kind of assistance would you like to receive in order to open your business?

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

5.  Perspectives of women

§ What are “in your opinion” the perspectives of women in the labor market?

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

6.  What could help women?

§ What in your opinion could help women in their search for employment?

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
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b) Questionnaire Outline for Employers

Company/ organization:

Date of creation:

Name of the respondent:

Position:

Core business of the company:

Sector of business activity:

Sub-sector of business activity:

Address:

Phone:

Fax:

Email:

1.  Please characterize the current situation regarding female and male employees in your company:

Men Women
Total No. of employees:

Positions:

§ Top management

§ Middle management

§ Assistant/ secretary

§ Production

Average salaries per position:

§ Top management

§ Middle management

§ Assistant /secretary

§ Production

Average duration of employment
contract per position:

§ Top management

§ Middle management

§ Assistant/ secretary

§ Production

2. What are the requirements of your company regarding number and profile of female and male
employees for the next 2 – 5 years? (qualifications, age, specific skills, working experience,
education)

3. Does your current staff meet these requirements?

4. How is new personnel recruited in your company? (public announcements, advertisements,
mouth to mouth, recruitment agencies, employment office, etc.)

5. What are, in your opinion, the opportunities of women’s employment/ entrepreneurship in the
region? Is there a difference with men’s employment? If yes, in what respect?

6. What, in your opinion, could help to improve women’s opportunities in the labor market?
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c) Questionnaire Outline for Experts on the Labor Market
(Recruitment Agencies)

Organization:

Date of creation:

Name of respondent:

Position:

Mission of organization:

Address:

Phone number:

Fax/ Email:

Website:

1. Please characterize the current situation regarding women’s employment/ entrepreneurship
(women’s unemployment rate, the main sectors and sub-sectors where women are active as
employees and as entrepreneurs, employers’ requirements regarding women’s skills and know-
how, main growth sectors in the region, etc.). How has the situation changed in the last 3-5 years
and what are the reasons for such changes?

2. What are, in your opinion, the reasons for the imbalance between men and women in the labor
market?

3. What support does your organization render specifically to women entrepreneurs and
unemployed women?

4. What are, in your opinion, the opportunities of women’s employment/ entrepreneurship in the
region?

5. What in your opinion could help to improve women’s situation in the labor market?
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Document type Outline for questionnaires

Reference to Part I Implementing: 1

Title I The 4 Ps of the Marketing Mix in
the WEP Context

Focus Analysis of critical marketing factors

Use Questions to be asked by project staff

T
h

e 
4 

P
s

In the WEP-Context Key Question

P
ro

d
u

ct
 (

S
er

vi
ce

)

è specific products/ services
developed for women entrepreneurs,
e.g. credit lines, business
management training

è innovative areas of intervention
developed within WEP programs (e.g.
policy dialogue, business linkages,
etc.)

è areas of intervention adjusted from
SMEP programs (e.g. cooperation
with BDS providers)

§ what products/ services do women demand?

§ what products/ services are needed to
promote women’s economic development?

§ what existing products/ services can be
adjusted from other fields of cooperation?

P
ri

ce

è voucher programs

è subsidies

è pricing strategies and modes of
payment

§ what price are women able and willing to
pay?

§ what price is needed to make the products/
services profitable or at least cost covering?

P
la

ce

è portfolio approach (choice and mix of
partner organizations)

è mobile training/ service units

è choice of geographic area

§ who is the adequate partner/ supplier to offer
the products/ services to women?

§ what is the adequate place to offer the
service to women?

P
ro

m
o

ti
o

n

è awareness creation measures (e.g.
promotional material, campaigns,
fairs, positive examples, or successful
role models)

§ what measures increase women’s
awareness of business development
services offered?

§ what measures increase service suppliers’
awareness for women’s demand?

§ what measures create a more “woman-
friendly” business environment?
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Document type Worksheet

Reference to Part I Implementing: 3.3

Title J Institutional Support to Different
Kinds of Organizations

Focus Deciding about institutional support measures

Use To be applied as framework by project staff

S
u

p
p

o
rt

 t
o

 w
h

ic
h

 k
in

d
 o

f
o

rg
an

iz
at

io
n

?

Collaboration with market
oriented BDS suppliers (little
interest in ‘weak’ market
segment)

Collaboration with
membership organi-
zations, self help
organizations (little
capacity for business
projects)

Collaboration with
state institutions
(little awareness for
female target groups’
needs and potential in
labor market, little
capacity to implement
gender-sensitive
policies, laws and
regulations)

A
d

va
n

ta
g

e

Know business service delivery
and (part of) the market

Know women’s groups in
rural areas also

Know training concepts
and trends/ demand in
labor market

§ Support service development
(by sharing investment costs)

§ market analyses

§ Service modification (adapt
services, prices, etc. to women
entrepreneurs’ demand and
possibilities)

§ Organizational
strengthening (e.g.
creation of business
unit)

§ Support in developing/
offering demand-
oriented services to
members

§ Strengthening
horizontal networks

§ Support in developing
vertical networks

§ Training of trainers,

§ Staff training

§ Awareness creation
regarding women
entrepreneurs, their
opportunities and
constraints

§ Support in developing
training modules
adjusted to women
entrepreneurs’
demand

W
h

at
 k

in
d

 o
f 

 in
st

it
u

ti
o

n
al

 s
u

p
p

o
rt

?
 (

so
m

e 
ex

am
p

le
s)

§ New/ modified service offer for
new (female) target group

§ Support in recruitment
of staff capable of
implementing entre-
preneurial promotion or
training existing staff

§ Labor market
analyses and close
link to industries/
employers

§ Support in elabora-
ting “woman-friendly”
policies, laws and
regulations
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Document type Worksheet

Reference to Part I Implementing: 4.1

Title K The Main Components of a
Voucher Program

Focus Designing a voucher program

Use Instructions for project staff

Based on experience in several countries, a voucher program should include five key components9:

§ an incentive structure that sets the conditions on the value of vouchers, their distribution, and
a quality based redemption system,

§ a voucher fund which offers a partial, direct consumer subsidy designed to have significant
market scope,

§ an information and referral system that distributes information to seekers and providers of
business development services,

§ a supervision and control system which audits compliance with the system,

§ an exit strategy (such as a predetermined time-frame to lower subsidies, and/ or lower
subsidies to frequent users).

The Sequence of Main Steps in a Voucher Program

                                                          
9 Botelho, Caren Addis, Goldmark, Lara, unpublished.

Administrator
recruits
providers

Monitoring on
course
attendance and
consumer
satisfaction

Provider
receives
reimbursement
for voucher face
value

Providers get
approval for
courses and
announce them

Consumer
registers and
receives
voucher

Consumer
makes co-
payment and
attends training

Choice of course
content is strategic in
determining women’s
participation

Choice of
Provider
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L Monitoring – Forms and Worksheets

Document type Worksheet

Reference to Part I Monitoring: 2

Title L.1 Monitoring at Program Level10

Focus Analysis of results at program level

Use Questions to be answered by project staff

Dimension Key Questions Indicators
Outreach § How many providers deliver

services to women entrepreneurs?

§ How many women entrepreneurs
purchase services?

§ How many providers are owned by
women?

§ How many women’s associations
participate in training programs?

§ How many women are in decision-
making positions in BMOs?

è Change in no. of providers offering
services relevant to women
entrepreneurs

è Change in no. of women
entrepreneurs buying provider
services

è Change in no. of female staff

è Change in no. of women owned
providers

è Change in no. of women’s
associations’ members trained

è Change in women’s level of
participation in BMOs

Efficiency § Are we doing things right?

§ How much does it cost to reach a
ME in the project?

§ How much does it cost to develop a
product within the project?

§ How much does it cost to cooperate
with a provider/ partner
organization?

è Project cost per ME reached

è Project cost per product developed

è Project cost per provider/ partner
organization

Effectiveness § Are we doing the right things?

§ Are we contributing to the
development of women
entrepreneurs?

§ Are we contributing to women’s
economic empowerment?

§ Are there more successful women
entrepreneurs?

§ Are there stronger women’s
associations?

è Change in women entrepreneurs’
income

è Change in women active as
entrepreneurs or being employed
(change in women’s access to
labor market

è Change in number of successful
women entrepreneurs

è Change in business practices

è Change in women entrepreneurs’
profit

è Change in women associations’
profile, their services and the
number of their members

Sustainability § Will the partner continue to exist and
to deliver services to women
entrepreneurs after the project
intervention ceases?

è Change in costs covered by
revenue from services

è Change in donor contributions

                                                          
10Adapted from: Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation, SED Working Paper no.1, 2001.
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Document type Worksheet

Reference to Part I Monitoring: 2

Title L.2 Key Indicators for Measuring the 
Development of a BDS Program with 
Focus on Women Entrepreneurs

Focus Sustainability analysis

Use To be filled in by project staff

Key IndicatorsMeasuring
Outreach

§ Change in number of (BDS) providers offering services to women
entrepreneurs

§ Change in number of (BDS) products being offered to women
entrepreneurs

§ Change in number of women entrepreneurs buying services

§ Change in number of organizations engaged in policy-making change
affecting women entrepreneurs

Key indicators for measuring the cost-effectiveness of a program are important but not yet used
sufficiently within WED programs:

Key IndicatorsMeasuring cost-
effectiveness

§ Total cost per woman entrepreneur reached

§ Total cost per BDS provider serving female market segments assisted

Main indicators for measuring sustainability on a program level as a whole are:

Key IndicatorsMeasuring
sustainability

§ Increase in % of costs covered by revenue from women
entrepreneurs

§ Growth in BDS market size

Measuring market development is becoming more relevant in a shift of focus in the BDS approach
from a supply-driven to a market-aware approach. Relevant indicators refer mainly to women’s access
to the BDS market and are:

Key IndicatorsMeasuring market
development
a) Women’s access
to BDS markets

§ Number and % of BDS suppliers offering services specifically to
women or to sectors with a high proportion of women entrepreneurs

§ Number and % of women entrepreneurs with access to BDS (able to
pay)
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Taking into consideration that women entrepreneurs represent an interesting though still relatively
undiscovered target group within the BDS market, another aspect is the expansion of the market for
BDS:

Key IndicatorsMeasuring market
development
b) Expanding the
market for BDS

Market size:
§ Number of women entrepreneurs purchasing BDS

§ Amount of sales by BDS providers to women entrepreneurs

Market penetration:
§ % of potential women entrepreneur market reached

Qualitative aspects within the BDS market regarding the provision of services to women

entrepreneurs can be measured with the following indicators:

Key IndicatorsMeasuring market
development
c) Improving the
quality of BDS

§ Number of women entrepreneurs purchasing BDS

§ Amount of sales by BDS providers to women entrepreneurs

§ Women entrepreneurs’ satisfaction with services

§ Number and % of female repeat customers

§ % of women entrepreneurs who improve business practices

Key Indicators for Measuring the Impact on the Target Groups

Key IndicatorsMeasuring women’s
business growth11

§ Increasing women entrepreneur’s net income

§ Increasing women entrepreneur’s control over income

§ Increasing women entrepreneur’s access to formal sector services

§ Increasing women entrepreneur’s management skills

§ Increasing women entrepreneur’s sense of empowerment

                                                          
11 See Esim Simel, 2001.
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Document type Form

Reference to Part I Monitoring: 2

Title L.3 Monitoring Form for Measuring the 
Sustainability of Women’s Groups
or Associations 12

Focus Sustainability analysis

Use To be filled in by project staff

Associations and women’s groups are often partner organizations within WEP programs. In the
following, a few indicators are presented to measure of the sustainability of such partners.

Indicator Base Line
(Situation at
beginning of WEP
program)

Situation 1 month,
6 months, or
1 year later

Difference
(change since
beginning of
program)

THE GROUP/ASSOCIATION

1. Is the group/ association
actively working?

yes/ no

2. For how long has the
group/ association been
continuously active?

years

3. Paying members/ total
members

%

4. Drop-outs/ total members %

5. New members/ total
members

%

6. Number of paid staff %

7. Qualification of paid staff

8. Does the group/
association:

§ promote activities introduced by
program?

§ manage training?

§ manage trade fairs?

§ manage exchange programs?

§ have interest in managing
program activities in future?

§ have the human resources
required?

§ have the required
infrastructure?

§ have financial capability?

yes/ no (if yes, indicate
no. of participants)

                                                          
12 UNIDO, 2000.
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Indicator Base Line
(Situation at
beginning of WEP
program)

Situation 1 month,
6 months, or
1 year later

Difference
(change since
beginning of
program)

9. Does the group/
association:

§ conduct common purchase of
raw material?

§ share equipment?

§ produce together?

§ market together?

§ promote together?

10. Accounting figures from the
group/ association are:

§ Income per annum

§ from sales of services

§ membership fees

§ donor contributions

§ others (please indicate)

§ Costs per annum

§ for service

§ others (please indicate)

yes/ no
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Document type Form

Reference to Part I Monitoring: 2

Title L.4 Monitoring Form for Measuring the 
Performance and Growth of Women 
Entrepreneurs’ Businesses

Focus Development of women entrepreneurs’ businesses

Use To be filled in by project staff and women entrepreneurs

Name of Company:                 ………………………………………………………………………………...

Start of Project:                    ……………………………………………………………………………………

Indicator Base Line
(Situation at beginning
of WEP program)13

Situation 1 month,
6 months, or
1 year later

Difference (change
since beginning of
program)

Total production
capacity

Utilized capacity

No. of end products

No. of product lines

No. of new products

Quality: rejects of final
products/ total
production

No. of employees

No. of sales

Productivity: no. of
sales/ no. of hours to
produce quantity sold

Sales revenue (USD/
month)

Total costs (incl. raw
material expenses,
salaries, running costs
etc.)

Competitiveness
(value added/ total
costs)

Fixed capital
investment

Value of material and
products in stock

Value Added
(revenue/ total costs)

The same form can be applied for BDS suppliers.

                                                          
13 Such baseline data are normally elaborated in a business plan.
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L.5 Forms for Project Document and Project Monitoring

In order to monitor a partner organization’s performance regarding the implementation of a project
which has been agreed upon between two parties (normally a local implementer and an international
agency for development cooperation which finances [parts of] the project), it is important to clearly
define the objectives of the project and the steps that have to be taken by the local implementing
agency to reach these objectives within a pre-determined time frame. This can be done in a “Project
Document” which, together with a business plan, forms a contract between the two parties. In the
following, simple forms for such a “Project Document” and for “Monitoring the Partner Organization’s
Implementation of the Project” are shown.

Document type Form

Reference to Part I Monitoring: 2/ 3

Title L.5.1. Simple Form for Project
Document with a Partner 
Organization

Focus Designing a project document for cooperation

Use To be written by the involved parties

Contract between Local Implementation Organization (Name:.......)

and

International Organization/ Donor (Name:.............)

Information about the Local Implementation Organization

§ Goals and brief overview of the organization’s history:

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

§ Names of board members:

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

§ Number of registered members:

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

§ Significant achievements:

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
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Information about the Project

§ Name of the project:

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

§ Description of the current situation the project is addressing:

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

§ Goal(s) of the project:

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

Objectives: objectives and activities or steps leading to the achievement of the objective must be very
precise and must be quantified!!!!

Objectives Objective 1:
………………………

Objective 2:
………………………

Time
Frame

Responsible
Person/
Organization

Activity 1a)
………………………

Activity 2a)
………………………

Activity 1b)
………………………

Activity 2b)
………………………

Main steps to
reach objective

Activity 1c)
………………………

Activity 2c)
………………………

§ Target group(s)/ clients:

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

§ Start and end date of the project:14

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

§ Total cost of the project, the contribution requested from international organization (and
others) and contribution from local implementing agency:

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

§ Other sources of financial support for this project (amount and sources):

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

                                                          
14 Include as an attachment a time schedule for implementation.
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Consolidated Project Budget (in USD):

Item Quantity Unit Expenses Input from
local
implemen-
tation
agency

Input from
interna-
tional
agency

Other
Input

1. Project Staff (with
taxes)

2. Rent
3. Material
4. Other Running Costs
5. Equipment/

Machinery
6. Other Expenses:

§ …………….
§ …………….
§ …………….
§ …………….
§ …………….

Total

Person in organization responsible for information given in project proposal:

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

Date:

…………………………………………………………………………...

For internal use only:

Foreseen support needed from Partner Organization to implement the project:

………………………………………………………………………………………………..

……………………………………………………………………………………………….
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Document type Form

Reference to Part I Monitoring: 2/ 3

Title L.5.2. Simple Monitoring Form for 
Measuring Partner Organization’s 
Implementation of a Project

Focus Monitoring the cooperation between two parties

Use To be filled in by project staff and / or the partner organization

Partner Organization: …………………………………………………………………………...

Month: ……………………………………………………………………………

Start of Contract: ……………..                                   End of Contract: ……………….

Key criteria for measuring performance

1. Project Management

                        Project Start                           Project Development

Objectives
(Expected Results15)

Planned Activities16 Activities achieved in
Month

Expected
Result
achieved
to ……%

Expected Result 1:

…………………………….
…………………………….

Activity

1a)
………..……………………
1b)
………..……………………
1c)
………..……………………

Activity

1a)
………………………
1b)
………………………
1c)
………………………

Expected Result 2:

…………………………….
…………………………….

Activity

2a)
………..……………………
2b)
………..……………………
2c)
………..……………………

Activity

2a)
………..…………………
2b)
………..…………………
2c)
………..…………………

Total
……%17

                                                          
15 As defined in Project Document and business plan
16 As defined in Project Document
17 Achievement in comparison to project start
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2. Institutional Development

Project Start Month …….
No. of staff

male/ female

No. of staff trained in management skills

Male/ female

No. of staff trained in production-related skills

male/ female

No. of products produced

No. of products/ services sold

Product/ service quality

No. of new clients

Other relevant performance results
(e.g. staff turnover rate):

3. Financial Monitoring
(Simple scheme without investments)

Month: ………………………………………………………………………………

Gross income: ………………………………………………………………………………

Cost of sales (total production costs): [Raw materials, general expenses, personnel expenses etc.]

……………………………………………………………………….…….

Inventory: ………………………………………………………………………………

Other expenses: ………………………………………………………………………………

Operating costs: ………………………………………………………………………………

Paid by Local Partner Organization Paid by Donor/ International Agency

Electric power:
Fuel generator:
Water:
Rent:
Salaries:
Other expenses:

Total expenses:

Net income (gross income– total expenses):    ………………………………………………………
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